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Summary
Rich Internet applications for geographical information systems (RIA-GIS) are all about novel
interactions with spatial data. GIS operations are generally complex and in most situations, a large
number of selections and parameter settings are required. This is where RIA can benefit the GIS
industry, especially since there is pressure to make GIS as intuitive as possible.
The current research examines several ways of bringing relatively new interactions with the system
to all Internet user – it is an investigation into what are the recent and future RIA trends and
interaction patterns for GIS systems. The research puts forward a set of possible directions and, in
order to formalize these, it resorts to describing them via an engineering method for GIS. Thus, one
of the directions adopted is to describe in an official manner the future of Web-GIS user-interaction.
To this end, a survey of available GIS engineering methods has been put together and it was found
that available methodologies need considerable extending in order to support RIA-GIS applications.
The study proposes an approach for this, which is splitting the GIS system over several main, standalone components, thus paving the way to a possible construction of a code library and even a codegeneration tool for GIS applications. Not any less important, the research also stresses the
increasing weight of software engineering adoption for Internet-GIS applications which tend to
become more and more feature-rich and complex.
The upper-mentioned future RIA-interaction is proposed as being multimodal, allowing input via
multiple modalities such as mouse, keyboard, voice and images. The study is also based upon a
proof-of-concept system, fully built, and it was found that a multi-channel input RIA could not only
engage and immerse more, but also allow for multiple operations at the same time, addressing the
issues of data overload and improved performance.
As a general overview, the current research touches and points out the sensitive issues of clientside applications for Internet-based GIS. These are technical, such as a structured development
approach, but also user oriented. Officially linking GIS to RIA and adopting the former’s main
manifesto – that of the user having to be the centre figure when developing an application – a
possible interface, more sensitive to this issue, is described.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
The current discussion provides the reader with an overview of the performed
research. It gradually introduces the main subject, the central research questions
and explains the importance of the work regarding the current state of rich Internet
applications for geographical information systems (RIA-GIS). At the end of the
chapter there is also a presentation of the report structure in order to give a broader
view of the chosen research approach.
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1.1 Research Trigger
The technology of geographical information systems (GIS) is more and more accessible and the demand
for it is increasing. The majority of the GIS’s industry clients need it to solve particular problems, but
they do not require or want to purchase and install a complex, full-capabilities system. They need a
direct solution to manage data easily and intuitively and all this adds up to developing Web-based
geographical information systems using rich Internet applications (RIA) technology and techniques. GIS
systems are to become a common demand from complex businesses to mere user-blogs and the
pressure and stakes are very high to create intuitive systems for all users. For a while now, there has
been a strong trend in building custom geographical information systems which can be deployed via the
Internet and this “is redefining how maps are used and brings new forms of map presentation to a large
audience” *Pet03+, especially since “the WWW is an ideal platform to combine multimedia elements
with maps” [Kra03].
Having in mind the experience of the end users – as RIA states – the connection to media technology is
only one step away and it is only a matter of time before it will become widely adopted for rich Webbased GIS applications. Multimedia is a form of expression and adding multimedia elements to maps
leads to “improved information and knowledge transfer” *Car99+. Multimedia can make mapping
products “dynamic, interactive, associatively accessed, modifiable and functional” *Car99] and
moreover, “multimedia systems promise to deliver the mind what it wants and needs – total immersion
in sensory data” *Del93+. Thus, for a while now, it has been concluded that “the multimedia revolution
should be exploited to augment the capabilities of existing GIS” *Gro95+, but this has not been put into
practice. In 1999 it was considered that multimedia cartography did not have a well established
approach about how to apply and combine media features into a seamless cartographic experience
[Car99]. And in 2009 the problem is still standing: “GI [geographical information] engineers lack a sound
theoretical basis that would allow them to make best use of new technologies” *Câm09+. Technology is
evolving very fast and already a new generation of GIS software is predicted, generically called GIS-21
which stands for “GIS for the 21st century” *Câm09+. In such a context, and keeping in mind media
technology, an analysis of the future trends in Web-based GIS, one of the GIS branches which is gaining
momentum, would be a step forward to merging GIS with the latest innovations that can already be
brought to users.

1.2 Research Questions and Approach
The current research wishes to see what are the future RIA trends for GIS, how do these relate to other
new technologies and in order to offer a formal description of these, a high-level GIS engineering
method will be used. A qualitative research [Jon10] is adopted in order to create a better understanding
of the RIA-GIS phenomenon and to attain the set goal.
The main research question is about what are the future expectations in the RIA-GIS domain:
What is the effect of RIA technology onto Web-GIS applications?
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and to answer it, a series of research points and additional research questions have been chosen. One of
the first points is to clarify what exactly a RIA-GIS application is and what are its definitive traits, since
literature reviewing has shown that RIA and GIS have not been yet associated, though simple Internet
browsing shows the contrary. During this discussion, the research will also try to point out various new
RIA interactions for GIS systems based upon technologies that can already be made available to the
large public via the Internet. The discussion will also cover how media technology can make a difference
in Web-GIS and RIAs. All these are to be deduced from surveying specialty literature and will be
presented as a mere description, but also in a more formal way, via a GIS dedicated engineering
method.
This second format of presentation leads in its turn to two additional research questions:
Do the existing engineering methods accommodate the future RIA features for Web GIS systems?
The answer to this is expected this to be negative since RIA applications are thought to not benefit to
the maximum from the existing engineering methods for “standard” Internet applications and pages
[Pre05]. Thus, another question is posed:
How can the unsupported future RIA trends be incorporated in the existing engineering
methods for Web GIS development?
This is an attempt to see how well the RIA-GIS domain can be serviced by the existing development
methods and if it turns out that these are insufficient, the missing bits will be singled out and
constructed. In doing so, a RIA-GIS dedicated method will be proposed which could prove to be
generally valuable when developing such complex applications. It is to be stressed that the current study
does not aim at developing a brand-new engineering method. It will try to introduce for an already
existing GIS software engineering method, if and where needed, new functionalities and new
approaches in order to simplify the creation and the design of RIA-GIS applications.
As a validation of the found future trends, possibilities and merges with media technology, a demo
system, a proof of concept, will be devised in the final stage of the research. All above mentioned steps
are depicted below (Figure 1) in the research method schema.

Figure 1 – The research method
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It is important to note the very scarce literature and documentation on the subject of geographical
information systems software engineering and on the combination of this technology with that of rich
Internet applications. This may be because matters are solved “implicitly”. The majority of
commissioned projects are still at a relatively small scale and the combination of rich Internet
applications with Web-based geographical information systems is so natural, that not much attention
has been drawn upon it. This is because when building a new system – here a Web-GIS – it is always the
case that the most recent technology will be employed – nowadays RIA. A second reason for the lack of
specialized literature is that the domain is “closed doors”, meaning that each developer keeps his own
trade secrets.

1.3 Research Objectives
The specific objectives of this research are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

To review the current-day accepted definition for RIA in order to further apply it to GIS.
To review the standard RIA-GIS architecture and technologies.
To study the benefits and possibilities of employing together RIA, GIS and media technology.
To define the possible future directions in Web-GIS applications.
To adapt a GIS engineering method in order to fully support the new trends in RIA-GIS and
achieving this objective will encompass:
i.
A review of current-day GIS engineering methods.
ii.
Checking if currently available GIS engineering methods are prepared to adapt to the
new trends in the domain.

1.4 Scientific and Practical Relevance
As mentioned, this study aims to provide a view into the current-day and future trends for Web-based
GIS systems and to this end, it will officially link these to rich Internet applications technology. This is
relevant for all organizations that offer Web-GIS solutions because, using the results of this study, they
can understand better how to apply the RIA “hype” to GIS and how to provide users with novel
experiences promoting immersion into the system.
As another goal, the research sets the foundation for a high-level extendible engineering method, able
to accommodate RIA features for GIS. This can be valuable because it helps to detect the main parts of a
RIA-GIS system, giving overview and control over developed applications and it could also be considered
as a basis for a RIA-GIS CASE tool.
Finally, the study also offers insight in the current-day state of RIA, Web-GIS and GIS-engineering and it
points out their importance and benefits. Such a presentation is valuable because the mentioned
domains are in a continuous change and studies on them should be kept as up to date as possible if
these technologies are to be exploited to a maximum, whether for other research purposes or for
industry use.
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1.5 Report Structure
Following the line of logic chosen for this study, each of the chapters featured here concentrate on
answering a different research question or research point.
Chapter 2 concentrates on answering what RIA is and it provides an up-to-date review of this.
Chapter 3 surveys Web-GIS along with its current practices and makes the link between RIA and GIS,
pointing out the possible benefits brought about by the merging of these.
Chapter 4 deduces in a discussion what improvements can be made to RIA-GIS and presents these in
relation to the current and future technology mainstreams.
Chapter 5, completes the previous discussion by giving a formal description to the identified future
trends with the aid of an engineering method. It is also pointed out how this method can be
extended for future additions.
Finally, chapter 6 presents the conclusion, offering answers for all of the proposed research
questions and pointing out how each goal has been attained.
The annexes contain several sheets to support or summarize the above mentioned chapters, along
with a survey of RIA-GIS architecture and technologies, a survey of GIS engineering methods and the
presentation of the demo system devised as a proof of concept for the present research.
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Chapter

2

What are Rich Internet Applications?
For a while now, rich Internet applications have been the buzz on the Web, but what
are they? At a first glance they seem to be the future of the Internet - all new and old
websites try to incorporate RIA technology.
This chapter will give an extensive insight into RIAs. “How did RIAs appear?”,” What
sparked this new trend on the Internet?”, ”What are its traits and how does it relate
to existing technologies?”, “What are its benefits?” and “How does RIA relate to GIS?”
are some of the questions that will find an answer in the next pages.
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The Internet is now connecting the entire planet, giving millions of users the opportunity to share all
sorts of data and to interact with each other, virtually in an instant manner – it offers an impressive
flexibility as to what its possibilities are.
Things haven’t always been this way – at its official release to the public in 1991, the World Wide Web
was merely an information portal with HTML static pages. It offered users seemingly clumsy interactions
described by relatively slow data loading, text-read-only websites with a cumbersome structure and
with total refreshes at every page change.
Over the years, there has been a change in the behaviour of those who used the World Wide Web. Their
expectations to what the Internet can do grew and there was a demand for the improvement of the
technology [All02]. This is how the Web 2.0 was born, and its manifesto was based directly on the desire
to fix the initial Web’s flaws and to respect its user’s preferences. Thus, it has several powerful ideas at
its basis. The works of Paul Anderson [And07] and Bryan Alexander [Ale06] point out an increased
attention towards designing an architecture that gathers more and more users and allows them to
interact with each other and to write their own content. The next step they describe is the harnessing of
these writings in order to offer a “wisdom of crowds” – an enormous amount of data is a Web 2.0 trait,
together with its openness – the work “in a spirit of open innovation” with open standards, open
software and open data. One can conclude that the mentioned Web version allows for easy distributed
collaboration among Internet users [Ank08]. The Web 2.0 revolution did not stop only at data, it has also
engulfed its presentation – rich user experiences with dynamic contents inviting the user to participate
actively are also important additions of the new Web. All these mentioned are gathered in a more
general goal, that of the Web becoming a platform in itself, allowing users to run software applications
entirely through a browser. Though one could easily observe these trends on the Internet today, it is
difficult to say with exactness what the Web 2.0 movement is. It is not a concept that has been defined
in advance – it is more a collection of observations of what is now going on in the industry and no one
can pinpoint the moment it started, or when it will end.
The Web 2.0 ideals were virtually given by the ever-advancing technology which made possible the user
interaction we know today, which in turn generated enormous amounts of data. The switch to the new
Web was first signalled in the specialty literature in 2002, when Jeremy Allaire stated that “the Internet
of 2002 will be different” [All02] and he was the first to mention that rich Internet applications (RIAs) are
the future of the Internet, offering to make it more usable and enjoyable. These new applications were
described as blending content, application logic and communications. Ever since, RIA technology has got
a great deal of attention and it is thought to help drive the Web 2.0 movement [IBM08].
Discussions of Internet trends and Web 2.0 have recently gained a wide audience and there has even
been proposed a new Web version, generically called Web 3.0. There are numerous opinions on what
this new version brings and what do the Internet versions really mark. Some consider them to represent
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big changes in the Internet logic and others think of Web versions as markers for the various decades in
the Web’s life [Bau09].
Possible directions for Web 3.0 are the semantic Web (where computers understand the actual meaning
of the data published online and offer users application personalization), the 3D Web (a Web through
which users can walk), the media-centric Web (where users can perform searches on actual media data
such as images and sounds) and the pervasive Web (a Web that’s everywhere) [Met07]. Some authors
consider that Web 3.0 should be a future version of the Web and assume it will become available only
after the Web 2.0 has been fully established. Other parts, [Ank08], see Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 as
complementary – filling each other’s shortcomings and bringing the biggest gain for the Internet if
combined together. For the present research, an open mind will be kept on what the two mentioned
versions mean and a mixture of all above-mentioned traits will be considered.
Rich Internet applications are the applications of the future. In order to better understand them and
have a better chance at defining them, one must have a view about the future trends in Internet
technology, and this is what this chapter has done so far. Since the current research deals with RIA-GIS,
the requirements for rich Internet applications will be deduced gradually, via a top-down method
starting with abstract traits and heading towards more specific ones.
Literature research has revealed a large number of RIA requirements, but on a closer look, one can
discern six general, high level ones, to which all others can be assigned in various proportions. The next
paragraphs will concentrate on pointing out the general RIA traits and how exactly these can be
materialized in an application and particularly in an Internet GIS.
RIA is a viable technology which brings together the best features of the Desktop and the Internet – it
offers a broad reach for complex and engaging applications [Duh03]. RIA can be associated to mere
design improvements, to new interface object uses, as well as to new software technologies.

Figure 2 - Defining RIA and situating it among existing technologies [Mor08] and [Sim07]
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Figure 2 offers two views on the positioning of RIA among existing technologies [Mor08], [Sim07]. The
first graph relates RIA to the two types of processing – server side and client side – and to currently
available technologies such as Desktop applications, rich clients, smart clients, Web 2.0 typical
applications and thin clients or classical WebPages. The vertical axis arranges these according to
processing type, from client to server and the horizontal axis arranges them according to the application
type, from pure Desktop to pure Web. A Desktop application is characterized by the need to be installed
on an operating system and works locally, whereas a rich client has a client-server architecture, but
many of its features work on the local system. Smart clients depend more on a server, getting their data
from it, but still have the ability to use local resources. On the server-side processing extreme there are
the thin clients and the classical websites. Web 2.0 technologies on the other hand are similar to Web
pages, but have more richness. These being said, one can regard RIA as being broadly defined and
covering largely rich clients, smart clients, Web 2.0 and, debatably, thin clients. The second part of
Figure 2 plots RIA against availability and interactivity, where the extremes for these are HTML Web
pages and respectively, Desktop applications. RIA aims at having the Desktop’s interactivity, but because
RIA is available in both direct and plug-in browser views, it is depicted with less availability than HTML
Web pages.
Next, having placed RIA among existing technologies, the attention will be focused on what are its
particular demands – as mentioned earlier, literature study has pointed out six general traits.
a. RIA should offer new, engaging and innovative user experiences which are as close as possible to
the real-world and it should increase user confidence [Duh03].
b. RIA applications should be able to represent visual complexity and to simplify typically complex
processes [Duh03].
c. RIA environments should allow rapid development through components reuse and should also
allow the easy addition of new functions [All02], [Duh03].
d. RIA applications should ideally be deployed without any installation and should work both
online and offline [Dri05], [All02].
e. RIA applications should offer a broad reach – should operate on multiple operating systems and
Web browsers and should be usable in any kind of bandwidth network [Deb07], [All02], [Dri05].
f.

RIA applications should allow users to make their own application personalization and
configurations [IBM08].

Each of these demands has a number of methods of being implemented in an application and any such
method or feature can touch a number of the above-mentioned demands. For example a RIA application
can be built to alter its form dynamically to suit its users’ needs and tasks [Mul03]. Such a feature not
only could improve the user experience and could make the task at hand seem more real, but it also
obeys the rule of personalization. Other ways of improving the user experience could be by integrating
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real-time communications such as instant messaging and audio/video conferencing [Deb07],[Dri05] as
well as access to real-time data [IBM08], [Duh03]. Allowing the client to perform various computations
[Dri05] could increase responsiveness and interactivity from a user’s point of view *Deb07+.
So far, the RIA application description has been high-level. This paragraph will name several techniques
which are commonly considered as belonging to RIA. Interface wise, all data should be placed on the
same page and any page transitions and page refreshes should be avoided [Duh03]. Features such as
drag and drop and sliders changing data are common RIA practice, as well as the seamless combination
of audio, video, images, text and graphics [Duh03]. From a user’s point of view a RIA application should
make controls obvious and easy to grab and should provide immediate feedback when an action takes
place. The general goal is to integrate “content, communications and application interfaces into a
common environment” *All02+.
It has been mentioned that the future trends in the Internet are in a direct link to RIA. Having presented
the traits of both of these, a relation between them can be defined. First of all, RIAs offer new, engaging
and innovative user experiences which are also demanded by the Web 2.0 and these can also include
new applications such as 3D viewing and media search which are predicted by the Web 3.0. The
promised realness of experiences and the broad reach could mean that more users are invited to
participate and the ability to represent complexity might mean the harnessing of lots of data put up by
these users. Personalization thus becomes important since it could make Internet data easier to reach
and to control.
The previously specified RIA methods need to be integrated with user interface design notions to
correctly develop a user-friendly, functional RIA application, not forgetting that RIA should be intuitive
and should meet the user’s expectations *Sim07+. Usability has become a central concern in software
development [Mul03] and, a rich application should follow several principles which are specified in the
list below:
a. It should be direct (should manipulate data on the same page) [Sco09]
b. It should be lightweight (the less effort the user puts in, the better) [Sco09]
c. It should stay on the page (there shouldn’t be any page refreshes) [Sco09]
d. It should provide invitations (tip users on features) [Sco09]
e. It should react immediately (be responsive) [Sco09]
f.

It should use transitions (effects to enhance engagement) [Sco09]

g. It should be intuitive
RIA is based on technology as well as on user interface design. Memorable, superior, authentic,
seamless, focused, connected and aware are a few of the adjectives user interface design associates to
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the ideal user experience [Mul03]. These are currently the goals of a good interface which should
equally engage senses directly and trigger emotions [Mul03]. A great deal of attention during design is
offered to aesthetics *Mul03+, simply because “attractive things work better” in the eyes of a user
[Nor02].
Having presented the grand picture upon what RIA is, the next paragraphs will make the link towards
tying this technique to GIS interfaces. The research of Hoa Loranger, Amy Schade and Jakob Nielsen
[Lor02] is based on the analysis of 46 rich applications with various content and their result was the
deciding of a large set of application usability guidelines. Three of the mentioned applications were
interactive maps, and the guidelines obtained from their investigation will be further reported.
In order to keep users from getting confused, a map application should provide an obvious way to move
around and any instructions should be as accurate as possible. If any drag-and-drop features are
available, a large click zone can simplify the task. When zooming in, users should ideally get a bigger and
bigger image, gradually, since zooming in too quickly causes disorientation; of course zooming should be
on the place of interest, not on the middle of the map, or in any other place on the screen.
Locations are an important part of any map, but sometimes there seem to be too many to label. A good
application should not decide to hide all of them in order to make them visible one at a time, only when
the users ask explicitly. This causes much confusion and users might get lost on the map. At the same
time, when there are many labels, it might be useful for the application to offer various ways of
searching for these.
Any map should have a scale and a legend – just as in reality. In case the application is not supposed to
be accessed by specialist users, a good practice is to make the legends as simple as possible, to avoid
confusion and discouragement. Lastly, an electronic map should have print and save buttons.
These are some of the RIA techniques applied particularly for maps that literature research has unveiled.
A more detailed link between rich applications and Internet GIS is presented in Chapter 3.
RIA technology, through its user engaging policy, has proven to benefit various uses and an overview of
it would not be complete without a business analysis and a review of its benefits. Technically speaking,
by allowing RIA clients to do part of the computations, servers will be less loaded by queries and their
processing and network loads will also decrease [Dri05]. Lightweight RIAs are easy to install, administer,
maintain and update because of their centralized nature [But07], and are also quick to deliver since the
Internet is widely available. They are also valued for their stability and scalability and one opinion is that
RIAs, again through their centralized nature, may be a step forward into controlling application virus
spread [But07]. User wise, the technology makes the system exploitation seem more real and thus
easier and more rewarding, keeping people coming again and again.
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RIA offers back real return on investment to the business using it [Ado08]. It captures many users,
potential customers, helps employees in their jobs and gives executives the opportunity to make better
informed decisions, after having access to a more user friendly and complex version of the data at hand.
A better and easier access to data leads to “increased levels of employee productivity and effectiveness”
and may be the road to success and business innovation [Ado08].
Data entry via a RIA can reduce workloads [Ado08] and a more easy-to-use application design with extra
user help support can result in less people contacting call-centres. RIAs have the possibility to save
money and time during both the development and support phases and may lead to general higher
productivity [Ado08], while offering flexibility and a fast answer to business needs. The work of [Duh03]
actually mentions business benefits as a RIA trait. For a bullet-listing of RIA technology benefits, see
Annex A.
In order to conclude this chapter, the reader is presented with an essential question to using RIA in realworld applications: “How much richness should be added to a system?”. In answering this it is important
to keep in mind the current general form of Web applications and their users’ opinions on them – too
many new features may put people off. This could be either because users can’t find the new features
and interactions, or because they consider them to be too many, too unconventional. When adding new
or atypical functionality, instructions, tutorials and examples should also be considered [Sim07]. This
way, users will be able to interact with the application correctly, as well as will not get frustrated by not
finding some particular features and will not give up the application altogether.
Rich Internet applications provide users with a rich and engaging experience and it is important to stress
the key position of the user in this definition. No matter what innovations are being made, for an
Internet designer and developer it is crucial to always keep in mind the comfort of the end users and
their expectations – this is the only way an application can become a successful RIA.
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Chapter

3

Geographical Information Systems and the Web
Geographical information systems (GIS) deal with spatial data and allow its viewing
and management which makes them powerful and important tools in a great number
of domains. Basing such systems on Internet technology brings a series of benefits to
both users and system managers.
This chapter will give an extensive insight into Web-based geographical information
systems and will put these in relation to RIA technology, continuing the discussion
previously begun. The focus will be on questions such as “What is GIS?”, “Who are
the current Internet GIS users and what do they employ the systems for?”, “What are
the demands for Internet GIS applications?”, “What RIA techniques are used in Web
GIS?” and “What are the gains of using rich Internet GIS?”
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Definitions throughout literature refer to GIS as “a set of tools” (Burrough,1986), “a system” (Dept. of
Environment, 1987), “a database system” (Smith et al., 1987) , “an information technology” (Parker,
1988) or as “a decision support system” (Cowen, 1988). A way of explaining these terms is by
considering three possible views over geographical information systems: a database view, a map view
and a model view [GIS]. A GIS has access to a large amount of (spatial) data and it is only natural to keep
these in a database which is what the database view refers to. The map view on the other hand, places
the focus on the data visualization - any GIS allows its users to see a series of maps, according to input
and available knowledge. The last view takes into account the tools in a GIS which can be used in such
ways that old data can be transformed into new maps, with new purposes – this is the model view.
Figure 3 below is an illustration of these.
As mentioned, it is debatable what exactly a GIS is, but it is fully accepted that a GIS works with spatial
data and it is useful for its input, storage, manipulation, analysis and visualization.

Figure 3 - GIS views [GIS]
The picture to the left shows the three
possible views over geographical
information
systems.
The
first
rectangle shows the database view
with a database description and a
query result. The second rectangle
refers to the map view, showing the
computer and the mobile versions of
this and the last rectangle bounds the
model view. It pictures a sequence of
steps, the usage some GIS tools, in
order to derive new data from existing
ones.
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GIS is a field which binds together knowledge from several domains such as cartography, geography,
photogrammetry, remote sensing, surveying, GPS technology, statistics and geometry, all aimed at
working with spatial data [Bab03]. The operations possible on such data are numerous and some of the
most important are data operations – visualization, entry, conversion, validation, processing and
analysis – as well as map and attribute database management, map or report production and project
set-up [ESP98]. All these operations speak for themselves with respect to the importance and the
capabilities of a geographical information system. They are a glimpse of how comprehensive and
complex GIS is. Keeping this in mind, in order to have such a system functional and useful, its designers
must take into account a number of aspects: visual clarity, consistency, compatibility, informative
feedback, explicitness, appropriate functionality, flexibility and control, error prevention and correction
as well as user guidance and support [ESP98]. From among these it is difficult, if not impossible, to pick
the most important one – it is all of them and their combination that make up a GIS, whether this is a
complex, desktop-based system or a more simplistic one, presented over the Internet.
For a deeper understanding of GIS, the research will look at its users, at what tasks it can solve and at
what requirements it needs to meet. There are numerous domains which benefit from geographical
information technology – virtually anybody who works with spatial data might consider using GIS. ESRI,
one of the corporations in the domain, offers visitors via its website a range of study cases [ESRI] from
various domains such as business, defence, education, government, health, mapping, natural resources,
transportation and utilities. Other study cases analyzed for the current research are some of those
offered during the GITA conferences [GITA], and by the GIS software developers Ciril [CIRIL] and
Magnasoft [MAGNA]. These study cases are relevant for the current research because they are a good
insight into real GIS practice. They specify real-world problems that were solved via geographical
information systems and they contain system demands.
An initial research of these study cases reveals a usage pattern for desktop and Internet GIS solutions. It
is also to be noted that Internet solutions can be further split into two subcategories: computer-based
and mobile solutions. Figure 4 below illustrates just this.

Figure 4 - GIS solutions
The figure to the left presents the main
categories for GIS solutions: desktop GIS,
computer based Web GIS and mobile GIS.
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Practice associates to each of the final three types of solutions presented in Figure 4 a set of demands.
When picking one of these available solutions, one needs to analyze in detail the problem it will apply to
– there are no exact ways of picking between these, but some guidelines or patterns do exist. In general,
desktop solutions are used when there is a need for many complex operations, usually highly
specialized, for example suited for research or professional map making. Desktop solutions offer speed
of computation, but trade speed of data gathering because new data is mainly added manually. If data is
somewhat “static”, does not change fast, this would not be an inconvenience. Finally, a desktop solution
is usually oriented towards a restricted number of users.
Internet-based GIS systems are defined by a broad reach (many users) and by easy and fast data
gathering and integration from multiple sources: they are a typical choice when it comes to real-time
solutions. The downside is that they do not have good capabilities for extremely advanced operations. In
the past years, Web GIS has improved dramatically in terms of complexity and now offers sufficient
complexity for most projects, but it is still not suited for professional work. Alongside the Internet-based
solutions there are also the mobile solutions. These can be accessed through mobile devices, whether
they are for the general-public, such as phones, or have been specifically designed for the tasks at hand.
Mobile solutions are used in the same situations as the Internet ones, but they become highly useful
when data needs to be gathered in the field, centralized and then immediately sent to all other users.
In further researching the provided study cases [ESRI], [GITA], [MAGNA] and [CIRIL], it is interesting to
note the ratio of Internet solutions and desktop solutions reported to the total number of cases
analyzed. A simple computation reveals an approximate 50:50 relation between the two main types of
GIS solutions. It is immediate to draw the conclusion that Web-based GIS systems have now the same
importance and usability in solving every-day spatial problems as the standard desktop ones.
The advances in Internet technology as well as the Web 2.0 movement (presented in Chapter 2) have
allowed and created a demand for Web-based GIS systems. Initially, these were very simplistic, generally
limited to data visualization, but as time passed, more and more features were added and these have
gained a professional look and feel. Internet-GIS is an important move on today’s Web scene and a great
deal of uses for it have already risen in the last few years. Web-GIS systems are still not as complex as
desktop solutions, and it is likely that very sophisticated and highly advanced operations required by
research will stay on the desktop, but Web GIS already comprises of many functions and all the general
aspects (clarity, consistency, compatibility, informative feedback, explicitness, appropriate functionality,
flexibility and control, error prevention and correction, user guidance and support) mentioned
previously fully apply to it.
Desktop GIS technology is able to allow virtually any type of operations on a large variety of complex
data, whether this is spatial information, images, video, text, etc. It is difficult to list all requirements for
such a professional system, but highlights and downsides can be named immediately. Its plus is that it
offers high quality and high standard operations to its professional users while the minus is its ability to
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work online. Internet GIS inverts these two – it offers a great number of operations, at lower standards,
but makes networking easy and reliable. Since the current research focuses on Internet solutions, to
better illustrate the advances in this direction, Table 1 below states a complex set of demands and
descriptions that have been selected from the mentioned study cases [ESRI], [GITA], [MAGNA] and
[CIRIL].

Internet GIS
Look/feel

Features

Intuitive
Flexible
Visual
User friendly
Interactive
Rapid
Powerful
Reliable
Efficient
Economical
Offer quick and easy access to data
Fully customizable

Manage an abundance of data
Allow data download
Share data seamlessly
Create, import, share, edit, visualize data
Secure data
Store data
Support both raster and vector data
Support all sorts of data
Accurate
Support distributed activities
Have a search tool
Permit real-time graphic communication
Offer metadata services
Support dynamic charts
Offer automated charting
Support simple 3D graphics
Work in low bandwidth conditions
Allow scenario building
Support the time dimension

Table 1 - Internet GIS requirements as observed in [ESRI], [GITA], [MAGNA] and [CIRIL]. Note the complexity
offered by the systems.

Having a good view upon what exactly GIS systems are, it is interesting to look at how these are
employed, which leads the discussion to the pyramidal representations of GIS users and their needs in
terms of GIS complexity. Figure 5 depicts just this. The first pyramid refers to GIS users: their majority
represents people with no prior specialization in the field, who are occasionally accessing GIS. Next,
there are the general users who are less in number than the previous category, but they rely in their
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work on a GIS system. They know more on the subject when compared to the prior group, but are only
familiar with the system in general. Finally, there are the expert users who are very few and their work
relies greatly on a GIS – they know it very well . The second pyramid states that occasional users need
very few GIS capabilities and that general users need more features from a GIS, but not as many as the
experts who exploit a geographical information system to its fullest. It is interesting to analyze the
usability of a Web based GIS in relation to these three groups. Occasional users are exclusively Web
users, whereas general users can benefit from both Internet and desktop solutions, depending on the
particular project they take up, but at this level, Web GIS is still fully capable of serving all needs
correctly. The final group consists almost exclusively of desktop users, though they can also benefit from
the online systems in order to gather and share data.
In conclusion, Web GIS technology has greatly improved throughout the years and it is now an
important part of geographical information systems which makes its presence felt at every level of
application complexity – a significant advance when compared to its usability not long ago.

Figure 5 - GIS users and what system capabilities they require

Current-day Internet GIS systems can be accessed directly, via a standard browser that sometimes
requires a plug-in, or they can also be accessed through a Geobrowser which is optimized for working
with spatial data. Standard browsers usually offer users a 2D map view of the accessed spatial data, but
this is not always the case. On the other hand, Geobrowsers, also known as Earthbrowsers, are 3D
software engines that overlay the spatial data onto a spherical representation of the Earth [SPA]. A
classic example of a Geobrowser is Google Earth, though there are many others, just as important (e.g.
ArcGIS Explorer, Skyline Globe, etc.).
Closely linked to the current situation of Internet GIS is data sharing. As previously mentioned, it is one
of the main advantages of Web GIS – this is very important and a true step forward, but this cannot be
possible without the help of metadata, data about data. As Jack Dangermond, the ESRI President has
stated, “metadata should be a standard feature built into any GIS system – not something extra”. This is
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because metadata can help consumers check if certain data meet their needs. A short list of the benefits
metadata might bring to an organization is presented below [ESR02]:
Metadata can provide an inventory of data
Metadata can help value the existing data (including its reliability and accuracy)
Metadata can help keep data accurate
Metadata can support decision making
Metadata can help resolve certain legal issues
Metadata can help determine budgets
Though it offers a whole series of benefits, it is not yet standardized, but there are several efforts in
doing so. The current research will not go into details about this issue but will stress that it is important
for any GIS system to confine to a metadata standard which should ideally be part of an initial
development plan.
In order to sum up the discussion on Web GIS, the next paragraphs will revisit the already specified
benefits of these systems, as well as introduce others. Geographical information systems are powerful
tools, which, via the Internet, are now “more open, accessible, and mobile to everyone thereby
facilitating notions such as democratization of spatial data, open accessibility and effective
dissemination” *Dra04+.
In general, distributed information systems bring a series of benefits which have an important saying in
their wide adoption and Internet GIS is no exception. These are able to gather data directly from
suppliers and thus speed up development and eliminate data duplications [Gre01]. They are also an
effective way to keep data up to date and moreover, to reduce the cost of developing and maintaining
applications [Gre01] – solutions can even be built from components running on separate Web servers
[Rei04] . It should also be noted that Web GIS reaches more users, developers [Gre01] and domains, and
in doing so, it has managed to improve and simplify systems. For example cities across America are
saving very large amounts of money from coordinating utilities and urban expansion via Internet-based
geographical information systems [Isa00].
The disadvantages of server-side solutions are mainly linked to limited user interfaces and bad
performances [Bab03], but these are addressed by rich Internet applications. The link between these
two will be analyzed next and several specific traits for RIA-GIS systems will be deduced in order to
better understand how the two mentioned technologies can complement each other to the benefit of
users and developers alike.
Rich Internet applications seek to offer new and engaging experiences to their users also from the point
of view of application capabilities; Web-based geographical information systems are missing a good
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interface and good online performance. The two technologies fit perfectly together, each filling the gaps
of the other. The tables below go into details with this. Table A mentions what features Web GIS is
missing and how RIA brings these into the picture, whereas Table B states what RIA is missing and what
Web GIS can solve for it.
Table A

Web GIS is lacking

RIA solves

Good, intuitive interface

Offers techniques just for this

User friendliness

Simplifies complex processes

Easy development

Offers reusage of components and easy extension

Broad reach

Only needs a browser, regardless of the platform

Easy access

Does not need (complex) installations

RIA aims for

Web GIS solves

Innovative user experiences

Web GIS is has countless utilities, each innovative
and engaging in its own way

Representing complexity

Web GIS is a complex system, with complex data

Real world experiences

Web GIS works with real data, sometimes also
real-time and its goal is to bring it to its users via a
seamless and natural process

Table B

Table 2 – Fitting together Web GIS and RIA

In order to better explain the implications of using RIA technology onto a Web GIS system, the following
demands have been gathered from literature [Lor02] as well as from the observation of various GIS
systems available on the Internet. The discussion below has been introduced in Chapter 2 of the present
research.
Interface wise, a geographical system needs to respect a whole series of observations in order to be
considered as offering a “rich” interaction. The main reasons for most of these is keeping the user
relaxed and unconfused. The rich Internet GIS system should have simple legends and scales, and easy
access buttons, as well as commands for “print” and “save”. Its interface should be intuitive and should
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offer support by making available search features and invitations to discover application functionality.
Since a user friendly GIS does not allow its users to get lost on the maps it shows, features such as map
orientation and the current position on a small scale representation might prove to be useful. Zooming
is another operation that might leave users confused and lost. The application should make this as clear
as possible, starting from the point on which the zoom is performed and continuing with an optimal
speed of zooming. A slow zoom might annoy users and one which is too fast can leave them lost when it
comes to their “whereabouts”. The same observation about speed can also apply to map movement
which, again as zooming, also needs to be continuous and as seamless as possible. Label placement and
general appearing and disappearing features should be consistent. A pleasant and rich Internet GIS
should avoid page refresh, keep all information on the same page (no page transitions) and react
instantly.
For the rich Internet applications technology, serving GIS would mean the implementation of several
domain-specific applications and features. RIA is about offering the user an innovative experience and
this also reflects into what operations the user is allowed to perform, not only how these are presented
interface-wise. A rich Internet GIS might be required to allow a whole range of operations for map
editing and map querying (for example map measurements and current mouse position). It might allow
the upload of personal information and data and it might be required to work with text, images, videos
and graphics, both 2D and 3D. The addition of the time dimension is also an engaging new feature and
any presentation of information via animations (i.e. globe movement) is a definite RIA trait.
By employing RIA and GIS together, users and developers can benefit of all the pluses brought by the
both of these – see Annex A for a quick list of these along with the definitions for RIA, GIS and RIA-GIS
applications.
GIS is a visual application and RIA is a technology which basically improves and makes applications more
user friendly, also influencing the human computer interaction which is as well a visual domain.
Visualization of data, in whatever form it is presented, is generally believed to be a good technique and
it is welcomed in almost any situation. The interface, the maps and charts and any other visualizations a
GIS offers to its users are no exception. Along with the question of how much richness should be added
to a system, one should also pay attention to the perils of visualization. The work of S. Beresciani and
M.J. Eppler [Bre08] goes into details with what can go wrong when visualizing data. The current research
will just mention the existence of these perils and will shortly name a few which could be avoided by
applying a RIA approach. Only designer induced perils, as opposed to designer and user induced perils,
will be named and further split into groups according to their context: cognitive or emotional. The list in
Table 3 can be used by developers as a negative checklist and the final application’s usability can be
additionally measured through its efficiency, effectiveness, decision quality and reduction of stress
[Bre08].
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Designer induced perils

Cognitive

Emotional

Ambiguity
Breaking conventions
Confusion
Hiding/obscuring
Implicit meaning
Inconsistency
Misleading
Over-complexity
Over-simplification
Redundancy
Unclear

Boring
Ugly
Wrong use of colours

Table 3- Perils of visualization [Bre08]; the list in this table can be used by developers as a negative checklist for
a few designer induced perils.

In conclusion, despite several possible perils, rich Internet applications and geographical information
systems complement each other and can offer users and developers a whole range of possibilities.
Figure 6 below was inspired by part of a slide from the presentation of Mr. Ian Clemens from IDV
Solutions [Cle04] and illustrates the last part of this chapter.

Figure 6- RIA and Web GIS [Cle04]
Data (map or business) can be presented in an
interactive way via RIA technology.
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Chapter

4

Future trends in Geographical Information Systems Rich
Internet Applications
The advances in technology have made possible the combination of various
applications and theories in order to create very complex and comprehensive
systems. RIA-GIS systems make no exception and for them, the future offers a very
wide range of improvements – today, the system’s interactivity is limited only by the
imagination of the designer.
The current chapter is an exploration of the future face of Web-GIS systems and the
general questions covered are “How does technology development and adoption
work?”, “What are the immediate trends in the RIA-GIS domain?”, “What are the
prototypes developed for the RIA-GIS domain?”and “What are the typical ‘buzz’
directions in RIA-GIS?”.
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Geographical information systems, as well as rich Internet applications, are developing at a very fast
pace. In such an environment, a prediction of future trends becomes very important because any longterm decisions and investments should keep count of the emerging possibilities. Among other points,
the current research tries to offer a proof of concept of what RIA-GIS interaction can be and how it can
improve communication efficiency with the system along with user satisfaction, thus laying heavily on
the domain future trends. This chapter, in order to answer the main research question, will look into the
specialty literature as well as into industry practice, gathering clues for future trends and will present
these as a full picture, showing how exactly RIA affects Web-GIS. The conclusions of the discussion here
will be summarized in Annex B.
The mainstream term, originally the principal current of a river, is used in business technology as
describing the main trend or demand in the field or in the market. Figure 7 is an illustration of the
mainstream phenomenon and it is also a depiction of how technologies enter and exit it as a pattern
that repeats itself at irregular moments in time [Bat04]. This will further be used for the description of
the RIA-GIS trends. The current research will split the considered trends in time, into three groups of
disruptive to established technologies that follow each other. First, there will be the mainstream
technologies of a relatively immediate future which will become outdated at some point (will exit the
mainstream). At the same time, various other technology prototypes will be developed (the “disruptive”
ones), and these, in their turn, will become mainstream while another line of prototypes will be devised.
It is to be noted that in the past years, the product lifecycle has shrunk [Sch08].

Figure 7 – RIA-GIS future
development - a picture of
the time span covered in
the current research.
Adapted from the
mainstream illustration in
[Bat04].
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A main trend in Web-GIS is the pervasiveness of the solutions. These are now accessed via computers
and Web browsers and via many other mobile devices. Geographical information systems are no longer
isolated on stand-alone machines [Gre01]. Through the Internet, they allow a record breaking number of
users to access spatial data presented in innovative ways. Initially, Internet-GIS applications were very
small and able to solve only one or two very specific tasks *ESP98+. This is still kept in today’s trends, but
with much less restriction – Internet GIS applications are still aimed at solving specific problems as
opposed to general GIS systems which have enormous functionality, but the problems solved have
grown considerably in complexity. Note the presentation of the Internet-GIS requirements from the
previous chapter along with the large audience of users these can now serve. No functionality is spared
[Bat04] if it is useful for the aimed problem. This is a clear future trend in GIS and it is one that is to span
over a long period of time and will produce major changes in the industry and in user expectations alike,
changes that will further fuel and complement each other.
The combination of Internet with specific solutions will undoubtedly lead to the usage of data from
various sources. This is also one of the primary benefits of moving the GIS domain to the Web, explained
in depth in Chapter 3, along with the matter of data sharing and metadata standards. Annex C is a
coverage of the technologies and architectures used for RIA-GIS systems and it also presents the
important issue of system interoperability which is tackled by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
through a series of standards. All these standards are immediate movements in the Web-GIS field and
their full adoption is only a matter of time. This improvement to data access will facilitate many types of
solutions, not only the computer accessed ones but also mobile solutions for telephones, PDAs,
navigational systems and so on – it will become a pervasive technology. Another interesting example of
the Web-GIS pervasiveness is the Spatial Web which will integrate location information into already
existing digital information environments and thus add a new dimension to various problems and
questions [OGC04]. By tackling issues such as cooperation among standards groups, openness, flexibility,
adaptability and certification of content [OGC04], it will be able to access spatial data from multiple
servers and present it “through a single Web-based client application“ *Rei04+. Its benefits are many and
their impact will be sensed on all levels, by all of its users.
The link between Internet application trends and Web-GIS trends is very strong and the latter is highly
influenced by the available technology on the Internet. As presented in [Sch04], two types of Web
services can be distinguished – basic and collaborative. The stress is now on collaborative services and
these are clearly the way of the future because they are sophisticated, reliable, flexible and secure.
Table 4 points out the gains brought by collaborative Web services through a comparison to the basic,
“old fashion” services. Employing these kinds of services, embedded in a loosely coupling manner in
order to hide the implementation details, is already a common practice that brings a series of benefits
and which can be easily extended to the Web GIS domain .
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Basic Web Services

Collaborative Web Services

Provide a simplistic pattern for interactions,
with single requests and responses.

Provide a sophisticated pattern for
interactions, with numerous message
exchanges.

Have limited security requirements.

Have strong security requirements.

Do not support business collaboration.

Support business collaboration.

Are synchronous and unreliable.

Are asynchronous and reliable.

Are read-only.

Can be read and updated.

Table 4 - Basic versus collaborative Web services [Sch04]

Also linked to the available technology, the Web GIS field is constantly influenced by the improvements
of its internal, purely technical parts. It might not seem appropriate to link this dimension to rich
Internet applications, but since it defines the system performance and speed, it is easily observed by the
user. If its workings are going smooth, its presence will not be consciously sensed by a non-technical
user, but as soon as it fails at any of its operations, or it is simply too slow even because of the network,
it will be noticed in a negative way, breaking any emerging and innovative experience the RIA interface
had created. Thus, the current research will link the performance of the system – of the server and
databases – to the RIA experience of an application. GIS algorithm development is a continuous effort
and it spans from mere performance improvements to novel approaches for map generalization, label
placement and so on. To confirm the importance of the system works as a future tend, Google, one of
the leading open access map providers, has recently released the third version of the Google Maps API.
This version is not richer in functionality when compared to the previous one, but, as its developers
describe it, it ”is especially designed to be faster and more applicable to mobile devices, as well as [to]
traditional desktop browser applications” [Goo10]. Future Web-GIS systems will focus on accuracy,
whether that is of the accessed data or of the operations carried on it.
In order to continue the current discussion, the research has singled out a set of possible future
directions in the RIA-GIS field. On the one hand, these can be grouped according to the time span in
which they will be adopted (will become mainstream). The chosen time span of major changes in the
domain is five years, but it must be stressed that this is only an approximation and that room for timewise errors must be allowed. On the other hand, the technology trends can be split into the domains
they cover. The discussion here is considering “general Web-GIS facilities”, ”Web-GIS interfaces and
interaction” and “Web-GIS personalization”. The axes of the table in Annex B make up a complete
splitting of the trends by both mentioned classification approaches.
The current research is aimed at rich Internet applications for GIS and thus at the user experience
offered by employing a Web-based GIS system. There is a strong direction of change in this and in order
to support the importance of the way a system presents itself to its users, several remarks have been
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selected from literature: “The interface design should be done first because from the perspective of the
non-technical (typical) GIS user, the interface is the system” and to support this, “the focus [should be]
on quality of use, not functionality” [ESP98]. “The success of a multimedia *cartography+ product is
determined primarily by its GUI” (graphical user interface) [Car99].
Some of the immediate improvements that can be easily sensed by users are those regarding the
operations allowed on spatial data. These will include insert, move, modify, delete – mainly any editing
operation will become common standard. Some Web-GIS systems already allow these, but they are not
yet a standard and sometimes make the applications sensibly slower. These are the current
shortcomings which need to be resolved. Other operations on data can be for example map
measurements. Note adding or file upload in general can also be seen as editing and these are also
immediate possibilities. Animations, via RIA technology, will in their turn become common standards.
These could, for example, range from simulating Earth movements to user requested dynamic data
presentations; if animating any sort of data will help the application user, then this should be
considered.
Near-future trends also cover the improvement of two new functionalities, the real-time and the
location based services, both rather atypical for desktop GIS, but made well known through Web-GIS
technology. Real-time systems allow “viewing the real-time status of mapped elements” within a GIS
environment [Bla05], whilst location based services (LBS) add geographical functions to various other
technologies [Har08] such as tablets, PDAs, smart phones, car navigation systems, GPS-enabled watches
[Bat04] and others. Real-time data is referred to as “one of the engines that drives the need for GIS
services” *Sch04+ and location tracking technologies can be seen as the “new real-time spatial
applications” *Bat04+. A real-time system comprising of these is presented in Figure 8 below and it has
been recognized to offer a series of benefits [Ozd04]:
Reduced monitoring costs
Speeded up process of decision making
Easy access over the Internet
Reduced time and effort to data access
Speed, security and error handling facilities
Availability of a centralized database as a single and reliable data source

Figure 8 - A real-time data GIS
system [Oku04]
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To support the development of LBS, various standards have already been set and their use does not
have to stop at outdoor tracking. Indoor tracking is also a possibility and in this case a micro-GIS,
complete with sentient computing facilities, may bring to life a series of interesting and attractive
applications [Bat04]. As stated by Peter Batty, GIS professional, at the 2004 GITA conference: “GIS
databases will update themselves in real time and sentient computing systems will respond
automatically to people’s movements”.
The current technological situation makes most of these trends and features available through virtual
globes which require a proper installation in advance. Effort has been conducted in the direction of
moving these into standard browsers such that no installation what so ever is needed and everything
works from the very first time, regardless of the platform or browser type [SPA].
In 2004 Peter Batty stated in his presentation at the GITA conference that “ ’the next big thing’ for
software companies is not adding more and more features, but focusing on ease of use and
implementation” *Bat04+. This is something in direct link to the RIA concept and it should be considered
and taken as such – all RIA traits presented in Chapter 2 should be respected and the key words to be
stressed here are interactivity and intuitiveness [Duh03]. In their turn, these can be complemented by
multiple input such as keyboards, mice, pointing devices, touch screens, tablets and anything else that
might ease the interaction and make it seem more natural [Jac06]. Voice support may be another
example of an interesting feature, because using this, users will not be overwhelmed by the amount of
information they have to process [Jac06], as in the case of written-only output. Extra sound information
is easily processed by the brain and less attention is needed for this than when reading text.
For the time being, interface-wise trends in pure Web-GIS are put forward by Google. The navigation on
Google Maps or on Google Earth is adopted in various degrees by other Internet map providers. For
example the specific mouse controls and the navigational disk are widely-used. This “leadership” in the
Web-GIS domain can be explained through the tremendous user reach which Google applications have.
Internet surfers are accustomed to these controls which in time have become a sort of a “silent
benchmark”.
In order to stress the importance of the GIS interface and the need for development in the field, the
current research cites again Peter Batty, regarding the popular perception of GIS: “there are increasing
numbers of applications which include a spatial component but are not regarded as ‘GIS’” *Bla05] and
“people just expect appropriate geographic information to appear in any application” *Bat04+. Sharing
this opinion, the work of John E. Harmon, Steven J. Anderson predicts that “eventually a GIS gets to that
level of transparency when it is just something that is there, reliable and helpful” [Har03]. It is
interesting to note that the new-age GIS systems will hide their purpose well, behind a natural interface,
such that non-expert users would not even realize they are working on a complex geographical
information system. This would be a great achievement of the future, especially considering that not
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long ago such applications allowed only command input, required extensive training from their users
and that even today standard interfaces are still intimidating to new users [Har03].
World Wide Web-based GIS interfaces are important for organizations since lately these have been
placing their spatial databases online for both internal and external accessing and thus their employed
interface becomes also the face of the organization that is presented to the public [Har03] – even more
pressure for the need of performing and widely accepted RIA approaches for the Web-GIS field.
As explained, along with the current mainstream there is also a prototype stream which, to keep the
hydrology parallel, will later flow into the mainstream. This new range of technologies can again be split
into several directions. Generally speaking, the systems’ internal improvements are likely to continue
and the same can be said about the Spatial Web and real-time and location based services which will get
more and more complex, comprehensive and accurate. Still from a general perspective, GIS will be
linked to more and more other technologies and devices and the adoption of open standards will be the
key to this general spread. On the market today one can already see several Web-GIS systems
incorporating 3D capabilities and applications for the time dimension. There is a whole science behind
3D worlds and current GIS applications have hardly scratched the surface of this. It may be that the GIS
field will be adopted by the 3D worlds groups, or the other way around, but in any case, the result ought
to be the same. Users should be able to interact with the virtual world, here a 3D representation of the
Earth, or why not, of any other planet. “Being able to interact sensually with an artificial space will
provide a more direct mapping of information into cognitive space” *She94+. Walking, moving objects
and any other tricks employed by serious gaming could also be adopted. It is essential to know that
these features are also tightly linked to various hardware which in some situations are very expensive,
but the logics from these domains along with whatever facilities can be transferred onto standard
hardware may represent doors towards the future Web-GIS experience. The time dimension is already
present in desktop GIS and could be also transferred to the Web [Dee09], especially since most data
already has several versions which have been replaced by newer ones due to data expiration. By putting
these together as a succession based on their validity, together with system animation capabilities, new
ways of viewing change can be experienced. Please refer to Chapter 5 for a classification of possible
animations for GIS. Trajectories and their analysis could be other options for the usage of the time
dimension.
From the point of view of Web-GIS interface development, allowing multiple simultaneous users could
be considered a natural future step especially since such an interaction also complies to the RIA rules.
The “Web GIS interfaces and interactions” subdivision of trends will also comprise of work in the
direction of application personalization and customization, which will eventually become a full Web-GIS
direction in itself, shown here as the third direction of trends that deals exclusively with these issues.
Application personalization [Duh03] is a Web 3.0 feature and, similar to the Web 3.0 status, for the time
being and in the near future it will only remain a concept. Work has been done [Had08] in the direction
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of gathering user data (also known as user surveillance) and with the aid of sophisticated algorithms
with strong roots in statistics, such data can be transformed into GIS systems which help users with their
basic daily tasks – nothing complex though. One can imagine a pattern learning approach to detecting
where users want to place objects and helping them do this.
Closing the discussion on the prototypes of today and the mainstream of tomorrow, the research goes
further, analyzing the possible prototypes of the future, inspired by literature and research groups as
well as by logical continuations of the technologies already described. Just as before, some trends will
continue, but alongside these, it is expected that the Web 3.0 will have been developed and released to
the public. It will still be in its initial phases, but when the media search and the spatial Web will be fully
developed, they could be adopted by Web-GIS applications.
Specialty literature reveals the intention to link GIS systems, whether desktop or Web-based, to
multimodal interaction [Bat04], [Jac06], [Doy09], [Rau02]. Several descriptions of prototypes or only
future system capability descriptions already exist and can be found with extensive details in the
mentioned literature. Multimodal interfaces make up a futuristic picture of an interaction based on
voice commands, gesture input and face/gaze tracking. The multimodal area is still a domain open to
research, but it is strongly believed that interfaces based on it are the way to address challenges such as
data overload, the need for improved performance, for a greater sense of immersion and for attention
management [Sar06]. The recommended multimodal interaction for GIS is a supplementary one in
which all or most of the input/output tasks can be carried out by every employed modality [Mar08]. The
work of Nadine Sarter [Sar06] singles out a series of steps for the design of a multimodal application:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The selection of modalities
The mapping of modalities to tasks and types of information
The combination, synchronization and integration of modalities
The adoption of multimodal information presentation

Such multimodal functionalities can easily be put in correlation with dictation support [Doy09],
automatic user recognition and intelligent agents in general. A step into the future of Web-GIS
personalization could be the development of specific “GIS-intelligent agents”. Artificial intelligence is a
hot subject and agents addressing various tasks ranging from helping users with holiday planning to
answering the issue of unmanned flight are now under development. Thus, a GIS-agent does not seem
that far in the future or into the unknown.
Today, multimodal interaction patterns are thought to apply only to “crisis management operations”
[Ing02], but the present paper argues that this can benefit all Internet users. Technology is still not
advanced enough to show complex multimedia or to make very expensive computations over the
Internet, but effort has been made in this direction and it is now only a matter of time before it all
becomes possible. Looking in advance, the current research also offers a demo system in order to
provide the reader with a glimpse of what the future might bring for GIS visualization over the Internet.
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Web-GIS systems should also aim at employing more technology to help, support and integrate users
with disabilities. Tactile maps and voice output are only two examples of the already existing
technologies that could potentially become widely spread.
Closing on the end of the discussion about future Web GIS trends, the current research will put all these
mentioned trends in a closer relation to RIA technology and concepts. First of all, all of these trends and
features aim at creating a better and even richer experience for the user who is allowed full control over
the accessed data and application; and in addition to this, the user is offered new and engaging ways of
interaction. Thus, the research argues that rich Internet applications can also be linked to multimodal
interfaces. This might be a novel join of concepts, but this is only because multimodal interfaces are still
under development and that they usually require advanced hardware, unavailable to the standard user.
Still, with the aid of good techniques and approaches, it can be argued that a webcam and a microphone
might be a starting point for bringing multimodal Web-GIS applications to the large public.
Considering the technology boom characterizing our times and society, the most diverse of
improvements can be brought to the standard RIA-GIS presentation of data. It is impossible to name all
of them, but any novelties on technologies even remotely linked to GIS can easily be integrated in order
to support the RIA concept. For example video editing [Ces08], [Dra08] could improve timeline viewing,
voice notes could make the system more personal and many other examples can be easily thought of.
The trends just presented can also be closely linked to the Web 3.0 concept. It was mentioned that
specialists assume several directions for the new Web: there are the semantic, the 3D, the media-centric
and the pervasive possibilities. These all have possible correspondences in the future of RIA-GIS: the
personalized GIS systems, the presentation of the GIS data as a 3D world, the search on media and the
search result output on a map and the ever increasing range of gadgets incorporation GIS features,
including LBS.
The advantages resulting from this series of future improvements are also essential and they summarize
the general directions of the domain. These are parallel input, faster access to data, added value to the
overall experience of interaction, more room for user preferences, briefer task completion times, a
reduced number of errors and the accommodation of a wider range of tasks and environments [Jac06].
As observed, a very broad set of possibilities for GIS systems are available in the future, but knowing the
order in which to introduce these to the public is crucial for success [Nob05]. A version-approach along
with a well documented GIS-interaction theory should be considered such that users would get
gradually accustomed with the newly provided functionalities. GIS allows room for many improvements
in terms of RIA functionality, but a careful introduction of these might go a long way: as stated by Mary
Adams, in GIS “the data is very diverse and the *users’+ skills are even more diverse” *Ada05+.
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As a conclusion, the GIS developers of the future will exploit the inter-disciplinary nature of GIS systems
and will further this with new domains. Speech processing, computer vision, artificial intelligence,
psychology, and human computer interaction are a few of the additions that loom on the horizon.
The demo associated with the present research will aim at providing a glimpse into the GIS world of
tomorrow, coherently linking the trends and possibilities presented in the current chapter.
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Chapter

5

The Rich Internet Applications Features for
Geographical Information Systems
The potential and the future trends of RIA-GIS applications have been decided, and in
order to formalize these, they will be presented with the aid of an engineering
method. The chapter will look at what is the state of engineering methods for GIS and
at how well do these allow for RIA features. Finally, a RIA-oriented development
method will be recommended.
The questions examined here are the two additional research questions proposed in
the introduction section: “Do the existing engineering methods accommodate the
future RIA features for Web GIS systems?” and “How can the unsupported future RIA
trends be incorporated in the existing engineering methods for Web GIS
development?”.
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Discussions up until now have presented the potential of RIA-GIS systems and what their future
possibilities are. To describe these also formally, a specific GIS engineering method will be used. This is
to have two purposes – the first, as just mentioned, is a purely descriptive one and the second is to
demonstrate a way of development for these systems. It is common practice to employ engineering
methods when developing a software project and GIS solutions are no exception. Small projects can be
easily conducted even without special engineering techniques, but Web-GIS systems are getting more
and more complex in behaviour and incorporating RIA traits only makes them more complicated and
increases the number of interactions between the user and the system and between the system’s
components. “It has become clear that it is not possible to face the development of large scale Web
systems without following a systematic and well defined process” [Día07]. In this situation, it could
become beneficial to use a RIA-GIS dedicated software engineering method. The current research
anticipates this complexity of features for future Web-GIS systems and will also study the possibility of
the domain today to assimilate and support all these changes.
RIA and GIS are both relatively new fields and software engineering work in both directions is relatively
limited. Rich Internet applications have started to be recognized as requiring specialized approaches
only recently and Preciado, Linaje, Sánchez and Comai [Pre05] noticed this and stated that “the current
methodologies cannot be directly applied to model and generate rich Internet applications”. This was
happening in 2005, but starting from just one year later, work has been done in this direction and Table
5 represents a short timeline for it. The timeline for Web-GIS engineering is presented in a similar
manner in Table 6. It is interesting to notice the “buzz” words which split GIS development over three
main phases: the customizing phase, the developing phase and the newly emerging phase of automatic
code generation and automatic system building. Initially, GIS systems were taken “as such” and minor
interface modifications were the only possible changes, hence the “customizing” period. Then, around
the mid 2000’s there was already a strong demand for Web GIS applications, which needed to be
specially tailored to various specific problems and the “buzz” became “rapid development”. It appears
that a third trend of high level programming is developing and it allows the automated generation of
code, which leads to the “code generation buzz”. A possible explanation for the limitation of GIS
engineering literature could be that developers keep their “trade secrets” on a hot topic.
As deduced from the GIS engineering timeline, there are three main development methods – OMEGA,
VIEW-GIS and WebML. Since these will be further used in order to answer the proposed research
questions, a more detailed description of them can be found in Annex D.
Year
2002
2005-2006
2006 onwards

Event
First mention of rich Internet applications
Studies reveal that the existing Web engineering
methodologies are not sufficient for RIA
Several methodologies and extensions have been
devised to also serve RIA technology.

Table 5 - RIA engineering timeline
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Reference
[All02]
[Pre05], [Boz06]
E.g. [Urb07], [Lin07], [Ros08],
[Pér08]

Year
1995

Buzz word(s)
Customizing

Procedure Name
ESRI AML – Arc Macro Language

Reference
[Mag95]

1997

Customizing

OMEGA

[Lba97]

1998

Customizing

ESPRIT project

[ESP98]

2000

Customizing

Extended OMEGA

[Pin00]

2000
2003

Customizing
Customizing
& modelling
Customizing
& developing

AIGLE
T-OMEGA

[Lba00]
[Pin03]

VIEW-GIS

[Pao06]

2007

Developing

WebML extension (1)

[Mar07]

2008

Developing&
generating

WebML extension (2)

[Ava08]

2009

Generating

WebML extension (3)

[Mar09]

2006

Description
An interpreted language to automate
operations, create high level commands
and develop menu-driven GUIs
UML extension for the operational
description of customized Geographic
End-User Applications (GEUA)
European research project for GIS
interface guidelines
OMEGA extension which allows the
work on distributed GIS systems
OMEGA CASE tool
UML extension for GIS support at a high
level of abstraction
Visual programming tool that supports
unskilled users in the construction of
customized Web GIS applications
Visual tool to support the development
of basic Web GIS applications
Visual tool that allows the integration of
the Google Maps API into custom built
GIS applications
Tool to automatically generate adaptive
Web GIS systems

Table 6 - Web-GIS engineering timeline

Having presented the available engineering methods for Web-GIS, the next step the current research
will take is to see how these accommodate the future RIA features for GIS. RIA is about presenting rich
content, GIS is about working with spatial data and finally, RIA-GIS is about presenting spatial data in
rich ways. Thus, the features demanded by the research question are spatial data presentation issues.
RIA traits which are pure design issues (e.g. setting all info on one page) do not need a representation in
the GIS engineering method, but other previously presented trends do. Grouping these into more
compact directions, one can distinguish as main RIA features for GIS the following: user interaction,
functionality richness, support for sound and video as well as for the dynamic making of animations and
presentations, multimodal input and output, system personalization, interactive collaboration and
parallel requests to different sources. It is to be noted that two more issues, synchronization and visual
continuity, which represent the techniques for making the application respond immediately and the
interdiction for page refresh, are important RIA features. Still, these will not be compared against GIS
engineering methods because they are very likely to be supported implicitly in the choice of
technologies to be employed (e.g. Ajax).
Table 7 gives a description of these directions and to decide which traits are supported by existing GIS
engineering methods and in what proportion, the same scoring approach as the one in [Pre05] will be
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adopted. For each method and for each RIA trait a score between 0 and 4 will be given in order to
symbolize the following: score 0 represents the non-coverage of that particular RIA trait, score 1
represents limited coverage, score 3 represents partial coverage and finally, score 4 represents the
desired coverage. The given scores are shown in Table 7 as well.
Description

OMEGA extended
3
(partial
coverage)

View-GIS
3
(partial
coverage)

WebML for
GIS
3
(partial
coverage)

Standard user
interaction

Support for the interaction with
standard controls

Functionality richness

The ability to describe with it
the most diverse functionalities
and operations on data.

1
(limited
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

3
(partial
coverage)

Multimedia
(animations and
presentations)

Support for sound, video and
for putting together animations
from existing data.

1
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

Multimodal
interaction (input and
output)

Support for multimodal
interaction (input or output via
sound, video, etc)

0
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

Personalization

Support for personalizing the
GIS interaction and/or interface

1
(limited
coverage)

1
(limited
coverage)

3
(partial
coverage)

Interactive
collaboration

Support for real-time interactive
collaboration between different
users

0
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

Parallel and dynamic
requests to different
sources

Support to retrieve data from
more simultaneous sources
during runtime.

1
(limited
coverage)

0
(non
coverage)

1
(limited
coverage)

Table 7 - RIA support in GIS engineering methods

Summing up Table 7, the ideal methodology would have 28 points and the OMEGA-extended, View-GIS
and WebML for GIS methodologies have scored 7 points, 4 points and respectively 10 points. It is
concluded that the specified RIA traits are not supported by the existing engineering methods for WebGIS and that several adjustments to these are in order. The current research will focus on only one
method and will try to bring together the best practices in order to support the above mentioned RIA
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features. Since WebML has scored the most and since it has also been considered, on the same type of
scoring, to be the most suitable engineering method for RIA applications in general [Pre05], it will
further be the method to extend. Again, Annex D is referenced for an overview of the WebML extension
for GIS. The need for a flexible, fast and high-level engineering method for RIA-GIS is also stressed by the
fact that “the more effort developers have spent making a prototype, the less they are willing to replace
it” *Día07+.
In order to better support the traits from Table 7, the current research will put forward several new
units for WebML alongside with several new parameters for some of the already existing ones. To
accommodate the listed RIA-GIS features, the methodology needs support for multiple input, users,
sources and operations. This leads to a layered system, such as the one presented in Figure 9, extended
for GIS from the W3C standard for multimodal interaction [W3C03].

Figure 9 - The general layers of a RIA-GIS client
system
The Central System is a basic map viewer along
with the needed global parameters (ex. active
layer, zoom factor and others). The Operations
layer, as the name specifies, contains all the
available operations and these are called via
the Interaction Manager which also coordinates
the various input and output channels. It is
important to notice that each layer acts upon
the next and that each Input & Output –
Interaction Manager – Operations group
signifies a client with similar rights. Users are
allowed to communicate with each other via
standard ways (ex. voice/video conferencing)
and via GIS. The GIS communication is
materialized in the Central System.

The Central System, as mentioned, represents a basic GIS viewer and it may contain, according to the
problem solved, all sorts of viewers, whether these are for map illustration or for other types of data
that may result from a GIS query (chart, graph, table, etc.). Alongside these viewers, the Central System
contains global variables such as the connection(s) to the data server(s), the current selection of layers,
the shown map portion, the map size, the zoom, pan and rotation factors; in general, data that is
needed when performing a function from another application layer (ex. an operation).
As previously stated, map orientation (such as legends, scales and direction showing) is essential to map
design and should also be incorporated in the Central System. A “Map Orientation” extension for the
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Multi Map Unit should be shown over the map and should give all necessary data such that the user will
not get lost while interacting with the map. To allow access to multiple data sources, the research
proposes the Sources Unit which allows for a connection or more connections to servers providing data.
Information about available data is shown in the Metadata Unit which incorporates selection lists for
activating or deactivating available data layers. Both the Metadata and the Sources Units can be made
as complex as needed, allowing for service-level queries and even for connections to search engines that
look over the Internet for particular data.
The operations, available via the homologue layer, are applied directly on the components of the Central
System and these define the available map and interface workings. General GIS operations, aside from
map visualization and layer selection (covered in the Central System), are zooming, panning, rotating,
selecting, creating and deleting spatial objects, associating alphanumeric data to spatial objects,
applying filters and doing spatial analysis. In order to bring a better experience to the user, this list of
operations can be continued with intelligent search, intelligent tip offering, real-time support, building
of geographical animations and adding the time dimension. Some of these operations are already
supported by WebML for GIS, but others are new additions. It is important to recall the existing
Geometry Entry Unit, the Zoom In/Out Units and the Pan Unit, which, as their names suggest, allow the
entry of various geometrical input that can later be used for all sorts of operations and they allow for
basic map interaction. See Annex D for more details. Next, several other units will be proposed to
capture and allow more functionality.
For more interactivity, even simple functionalities can go a long way. A Rotation Unit, receiving as input
a rotation centre or point, a rotation direction and a rotation angle could allow for more freedom when
working with the map. Real-time support, though has a lot of impact on the application, is merely an
auto-refresh option (the Refresh Unit) and its timing could be set either by the server or by the user.
Currently, the Geometry Entry Unit allows for the input of various geometrical features, which, for more
interactivity can be selected via the Select Unit or associated to other data types via the Feature Unit.
The Select Unit receives as input geometry features and allows for further treatment of these as a
whole. The Feature Unit, via a simple dialog, can allow the association of text or other data formats to
selected geometrical features. For this to be feasible, the Geometry Entry Unit needs to be extended
with properties devised specially for storage of various data types. In order to support users into longterm editing and working on the map, a New Map Layer Unit along with a save option is proposed. The
saving of the new layer can be offered on a specialized server or even on the client computer and it can
record the new features added via the Feature Unit or the Geometry Entry Unit.
The Intelligent Search Unit is also of much impact for the overall utility of the devised GIS system. It is a
connection with the server and query suggestions are given to the user regarding the letters already
written and the contents of the keyword database. Though this operation is not so much related to the
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GIS system, it is a RIA feature and it can improve the interaction experience with the GIS, especially since
searching in large data collections as GIS systems, is a common operation.
A big issue in today’s map interaction is the bringing forward of animations. Research [Car99] has shown
that these can be fairly complicated when it comes to the automatic animating of maps or processes
and could require specialized user dialogs and even changes in the structure of spatial databases
[Car99]. Animated maps can be split into non-interactive animations and interactive animations, which
can further be categorized into temporal and non-temporal animations. Temporal animations are those
for which a direct relation exists between display order and the world time. Non-temporal animations
on the other hand, do not have such a relation and they could be animations with successive build-up or
animations with changing representations [Kra03]. No matter what kind of animation is analyzed, the
viewer should have at least the basic interaction tools of forward, backward, slow, fast, pause and play
and these can be augmented for better control via the designs proposed in interaction media research.
Contrary to the fact that animations might seem too computationally expensive for availability on the
Web, for the beginning, few-framed cases can be adopted and for this, the current research proposes an
Animation Unit which has a player frame with the upper mentioned control buttons and three instances.
The first instance is the time-space cube which is merely an animated slider that has for each of its steps
a map associated with it that can be opened separately for full interaction and access. The second
instance of the Animation Unit is the successive build-up animation which can show the addition of
layers on a map in a particular order, along with various animation effects, like fading-in for example.
The final instance of this unit is the changing representations animation that can be set to show the
same data in various formats, of course allowed by the server. Again, animation effects could make the
transition from one representation to another. The showing of all these could be done in the mentioned
animation frame and the stop of the animation at a particular frame could be linked to the event of
showing that frame or map in the Map Unit for total access and interactivity.
Personalization is also a highly researched direction in GIS interaction, and WebML already offers a Multi
Map extension for collecting data on user interaction patterns. These data are then retrieved by the
Analysis Unit which generates adaptive user profiles. This approach can also be extended to support
intelligent tip offering. A complex interaction design might become overwhelming for users and, as RIA
principles suggest, tip offering could help in this direction. When having multiple patterns of access for
the same operation or a great deal of features, by analyzing the user profile via the Analysis Unit, it can
be decided if certain features are unknown for the user and the system can give tips for working with
these.
An interesting interaction trend would be the adoption of tools available in desktop GIS and bring them
forward for the large public – one example in this direction is the “texture filter tool”. GIS interaction
tools need in their turn new units to be represented in a high-level RIA-GIS engineering, but once a unit
is devised it becomes easy to reuse in multiple other projects. Returning to the “texture filter tool”
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[Kra03], this is similar to a magnifying glass or a window towards available data. It can be dragged on
top of the map and resized in order to offer, according to a predefined menu, views of existing layers,
statistics and so on. The research proposes a Texture Filter Unit in order to exemplify the logics behind
the introduction of desktop tools to Web-GIS. This is attached to a separate Multi Map control,
independent in all ways from the main GIS viewer, but computing its own map extension according to its
position on top of the main viewer. The Texture Filter Unit is flexible in that it allows resizing, rotating
and it does not have a fixed position. It also has its own set of operations, though somewhat restricted
when compared with the main viewer. In its sense, it can be considered as a separate GIS system, laid on
top of another. Such a tool is highly interactive and, though typical for the desktop GIS and for systems
with touch screens, it can also be brought to the Web, raising the degree of available interaction.
According to its menu, it can also be seen as a query tool that can provide via text, graphical or voice
messages, quick reports.
Allowing such a multitude of operations, standard system interaction can become overwhelming for
users, which is why the current research proposes a multimodal solution to this. Multimodal interaction
assumes both input and output via several different communication channels and this is done through
the Input and Output layers. In order to make a system multimodal, there is quite a number of hardware
devices which can be used. The current research, offers a glimpse of the RIA-GIS future, must also
remain embedded in the present and for this, will rely on common use hardware: mouse, keyboard,
microphone and webcam. These are inexpensive and are already owned by a high percentage of
Internet users. Pointing devices, tablets, touch-screens and many others are important for multimodal
systems, but because they are not yet common, will not be taken into consideration here. User gesture
tracking can be done via webcams, but for reliable results, several of these are generally needed and
this will again be disregarded hereon since typical Internet users have only one webcam installed and
working at a time. The goal is to devise a multimodal system that can be easily accessed by a large
number of users over the Internet, but that can also be extended such that in the future, when more
hardware and modalities are available, the method can still be used.
In bringing the media closer to the GIS interface, the users are allowed more ways and more channels of
communication with the system. What is important to know in order to make this communication as
flexible as possible, is how the users naturally employ these channels to send forward information and,
for the case of geospatial data, what kind of information can be sent via these. Channels need to be
chosen with care since there are possibilities for both strong and weak couplings between these
[Mar08]. In their choice, it should also be kept in mind that each of them have pluses and minuses, that
some are more suited than others for different operations and that their combination is crucial for a
successful interface and interaction. The most important communication channels in multimedia
cartography are the visual and the acoustic ones and their effect on the human perception and cognition
should determine their use [Car99]; Figure 10 represents the issues that need to be regarded when
applying media to GIS products. According to the mixture order of modalities, the system interaction can
be sequential, simultaneous or composite [Mar08]. GIS interaction is very complex and it is generally
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described by composite commands such as “select that *gesture+”, but since the system presented here
is for the Web and it is restricted in terms of interaction (gesture input is performed via mouse not pen)
and computational resources, the solution is to split the composite interaction into its basic units which
can then be input sequentially. This is because the various spatial input can be done only by mouse and
its type needs to be known in advance.

Figure 10 - Choice and combination of media for
cartography

In order to coordinate the flow of information to and from the user, an Interaction Manager layer is
required and to describe this, a first step is to understand the multimodal Web-GIS system better.
Taking into consideration the basic, wide-audience operations which are typical for Web-GIS systems,
these are composed of a mixture of commands with a series of spatial selections (e.g. pointings on a
map, the main GIS product available on the Internet). Thus, the system interaction becomes a dialogue
which is performed via multiple channels of input and output. Devising a comprehensive user-GIS
dialogue which can already be taken and implemented in still restrictive Web applications is devising a
“state-language” for it and this will be further described. It is also to be noted that the closer this dialog
matches the users’ mental model of the task, the easier it will be used, resulting in both higher efficiency
and higher user satisfaction.
Currently, there are already a variety of possible operations and interaction schemas for any GIS system
and especially for a multimodal GIS system, which makes it impossible for the current research to put
forward an “universal” Interaction Manager. Thus, a general study case will be considered and all steps
necessary for its coordination will be presented such that the technique can be extended to other
projects.
For the general case, it will be considered that standard (mouse and keyboard) and voice input are
available along with graphic, text and voice output. Voice input will be given in a command style in
English and to analyze it, it will be referred to the imperative tense, a subset of the grammar rules that
can be modelled via the phrase regulations of a transformational Chomsky grammar [Cho71] [Ree04].
These are the rules used to divide a sentence into its grammatical parts and a classic example of this is
represented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 - Example phrase rules in a
transformational Chomsky grammar

Following this line of logic, it is needed to be decided what sentences or commands the system will
allow and for the general case, constructions such as

will be considered, where P is the predicate, the action, and C is the complement, some information that
completes the predicate. These two sentence parts can be given via both voice and standard input,
having the ability to yield also composed operations. It is to be noted that according to the complexity of
the designed system, the interaction grammar can vary and other command types can be incorporated.
The grammar [Hop79] to be constructed is a structure
where is a set of variables or
nonterminals, is a set of constants or terminals,
,
is the start symbol and is a finite
set of productions. Each production is of the form
,
.
The study case grammar here proposed is the following:
which stand for the verb phrase, noun phrase and spatial selection.
which stand for the predicate, complement, spatial feature and the stop symbol.

According to the specific values for the terminals, the upper mentioned grammar can generate and
support commands such as “zoom-in-stop”, “zoom-out-p1-stop”, “select-points-p1-p2-...-pn-stop” and so
on. For these three examples
,
and
. Figure
12 is an example of the processing for such a command.
Figure 12 - A GIS-command derivation tree
The command here is “select-points-p1-p2-stop”

The next step in building the Interaction Manager is to create a finite state machine , able to recognize
words generated by the upper grammar. The choice of a finite state machine comes from the fact that
this approach is lightweight in computational needs and it can be rapidly deployed [Joh05]. For this,
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there is a the theorem stating that for any regular grammar G, a finite state machine exists such that
what recognizes is equal to what generates:
[Hop79]. The interaction grammar
indeed is in a regular form, its productions are typified by
, and thus
a state machine
can be defined [Hop79], where is the state set, is the alphabet,
is the initial state, is the final states set and
is the transition function. The proof of
this theorem can be found in Annex E and according to it, the state machine for the study case can be
constructed as:
, where
is the final state;
;
;
,
,
,
and
, which is
equivalent to the representation:
Figure 13 - Finite state machine that accepts a
basic GIS interaction grammar

Figure 14 represents the general state machine for the Interaction Manager.

Figure 14 – The basic Interaction Manager finite state
machine
Here “Idle” is the state of the system when no function is
performed, and λ is the empty process which is called
after a required operation is fulfilled (in qf or in Output).
It is to be noted that input and output interaction can be
considered completely separated (as is illustrate here) or,
if the application requires it, the Interaction Manager
state machine could also have transitions between the
input and output operations in order to support, for
example, partial operation confirmations.

In conclusion, the current chapter has defined a set of layers and extra units for the WebML GIS
engineering method in order to incorporate the set RIA features. This new representation of WebML
allows an oblivious composition of units – these do not need to be modified or edited to be composed
[Urb07] – and this makes the approach powerful and expressive.
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Table 8 groups the new additions according to the RIA-GIS trait they serve. In Annex F, as an example,
there is the description of the GIS system implemented in the demo associated to this research.
RIA-GIS features
Standard user interaction
Functionality richness
Multimedia
Multimodal interaction (input and output)
Personalization
Interactive collaboration
Parallel /dynamic requests to different sources

New units to support RIA-GIS features
Map Orientation, Rotation, New Map Layer
Refresh, Select, Feature, Texture Filter
Player frame, Animation
Input, Output and the Interaction Manager layers
Intelligent Search, Analysis
The overall layer structure
Sources, Metadata

Table 8 - New units for RIA-GIS feature support

It is to be noted that the new variables introduced for the RIA-GIS interface in this research, despite all
technological progress, need more testing in order to be decided how they should be grouped in an
optimal way such that the users find it natural to control the system. Interface wise, many changes are
possible and advances in this direction are following each other closely which means it is important to
get a continuous development in the field of GIS client engineering – thus, an extendable methodology
could mean a significant plus. With the aid of properties that can be added or removed and with the
easy incorporation of new units, the currently extended methodology offers the opportunity of being
kept up to date. It is a high-level approach to RIA-GIS that can help draft even a complex project in short
time. The presented model does not claim to fully cover the RIA-GIS field, but it is a starting point for
this and, following the presented line of logic, can be custom tailored to specific problems and projects.
It is a way to visualize the system, to check it for design bugs and to make it available in an intuitive
manner to others. Some of its parts may need a more detailed description and for this, UML drawings of
classes might be required.
The present engineering method is a way of grouping and linking among each other the concepts behind
a functionality rich RIA-GIS system. Each of these concepts or units are stand-alone and have the benefit
that they can be implemented or described on their own, in various technologies. They can be kept as
working parts that can be easily linked together in order to create custom-built applications, which
makes them a possible foundation for a RIA-GIS case tool.
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Chapter

6

Conclusions and Recommendations
The final chapter of the study puts all research steps and results head to head,
reviewing what were the research questions, how did the research answer them,
what were their answers and what do these mean. Possibilities of use for the present
results along with other directions of research in order to complete the topic are also
suggested.
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This research began with the remark that even today, when numerous technologies are available, the
field of geographical information systems does not “make best use of new technologies” *Câm09+. With
this in mind, the study proposed an analysis of the future trends in the Web-based area of GIS, with a
close link to available media-technology. To this end, several research questions, sub-questions and
research goals have been set, along with a methodology to answer them.
In a first instance, a set of reviews had been in order so that the current state of the rapidly-changing
RIA and Web-GIS domains would be assessed and used for the rest of the study. For short, RIA is a move
which promotes novel and engaging experiences for users. In this approach, these are given a central
position, and their comfort and high expectations are the exact object of the technique. RIA is about
presentation. Web-GIS is a strong trend in GIS because there is a big demand for it. Being available
through the Internet, it can reach millions of users and the race is on to make it as complex,
comprehensive and as widely accessible as possible.
Finally, RIA-GIS is the combination of the above domains and it is about presenting spatial data in
interactive and complex ways. RIA and GIS are a good match, filling each other’s gaps and bringing a
series of benefits, among which there are the better transfer of information, easy data sharing, reduced
operational costs, easy maintenance and improved user experience. To better understand RIA-GIS
systems, the present has gone a step forward, presenting an architecture and technology survey for
these (Annex C - Figure 16).
Having a complex overview on what RIA and Web-GIS mean, the main research question could be
tackled : “What is the effect of RIA technology onto Web-GIS applications?”. From this research, it can be
concluded that RIA, through the possibilities it opens, supports several directions of change. These bring
more desktop GIS functionality to users over the Internet, the upgrading of the interface with other
modalities of interaction and the personalization of systems. It is considered that all these can be
approached by using a combination of technologies: GIS – Internet – computer vision – speech
recognition – gesture recognition – interface design and the list is left open for any other additions.
Media now has many forms, and possibilities seem as if they are without limit.
It is concluded that RIA can also be associated with a multimodal interface or approach, thus giving a
solution to the demand of Michael P. Peterson, who claimed that a map application should provide
users with “immersion, interactivity and information intensity” *Pet03+. Also to solve this request, a RIAGIS approach should touch both the fusion and the fission problems [Mar08] – it should be as much
about the combination of multiple input and output modalities as about the combination of multiple
presentation media. Employing all these could mean the construction of feature-rich applications with
no menus that in turn, allow a more natural interaction with the system, speeding up processes by
allowing free hands or more operations at once.
Once the RIA-supported future trends were deduced, these have also been presented formally, via an
engineering method for GIS. For this, a sub-research questions was set: “Do the existing engineering
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methods accommodate the future RIA features for Web-GIS systems?”. The answer to this was based on
a reviewing of the existing GIS engineering possibilities and was completed by a comparison of these
against a list of main RIA features: user interaction, functionality richness, support for sound and video
as well as for the dynamic making of animations and presentations, multimodal input and output,
system personalization, interactive collaboration and parallel requests to different sources.
In this process it was discovered that GIS engineering has been poorly covered in literature over the
years and that most of the upper listed features were unsupported. Thus, the second sub-research
question was needed: “How can the unsupported future RIA trends be incorporated in the existing
engineering methods for Web-GIS development?”. To answer it, the WebML method was picked from
the available set of methods and it was extended with the amendment that due to the vast possibilities
in data presentation, it should be extended still in the future.
The major change in the method was layering the Web-GIS systems into Central System, Operations,
Interaction Manager, and Input and Output. This provided a clear distinction among the features a RIAGIS application needs and it offered the benefit of having a clear overview of a complex system and of
the relations among its components. The workings of the Interaction Manager, in charge with the
coordination of all operations and input and output were explained and to service the RIA features, a
series of extra units were added.
The proposed engineering method, tough it has as its main purpose the formal description of the found
future trends, could prove to bring a series of benefits. By using the presented GIS schemas (e.g. figures
from Annex F), one could get a good overview of the developed system and could find these as aids in
project planning, thus being useful for both project and technical managers. The engineering method
could be used as a way of sending ideas among clients, designers and developers, particularly to and
from clients who cannot always go into details with the system workings. The proposed modules are
flexible and extendable and could act as sockets for various implementations which could gradually lead
to a library of RIA-GIS objects that could eventually be used for an immediate generation of the desired
final product, a sort of a code-generation. The downside of this approach is that new functionalities
might require new units, but once these are created, they can be kept and reused, extending the RIA-GIS
library. Lastly, such a high-level approach could allow a fast drafting of ideas and could be used as a
support for suggestion exchanging at the beginning of a project.
The concepts presented here had as desired final product a RIA-GIS merge that would allow users to
reach a high degree of immersion. All this meant putting together computational power and storage,
contemporary visualization and communications and the newest of software with an interest in seeing
how the many changes in available technology affect each other, feed each other and which of these
could already be brought to standard Internet users alongside GIS.
To conclude, RIA and GIS were found not to have been associated “officially” in specialty literature and
this research has concentrated on understanding their joint benefits, how they work together and what
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are their future trends. It has also been discussed what they can still bring to the table, especially if
combined with media technology, in the hope that this will aid and further research into spatial content
presentation over the Internet.
During the making of the present study, several other issues have arisen which could advance and
complete the investigation here. These will be presented below as a list of suggestions for future
research on the topic:
Computer vision techniques and map browsing
Eye tracking and map navigation
Multimodal interaction on maps – a cognitive view
GIS language or command databases for speech input
Multimodal GIS grammars
GIS code generation
The influence of multimodal GIS interaction patterns on the user’s sense of immersion
The calibration of parameters for GIS multimodal interaction
Voice user interfaces – exploring utility, tradeoffs, problems and potential benefits for GIS
The usability of graphical user interfaces in combination with voice user interfaces for GIS
The users’ mental models of GIS tasks
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Annexes
The last section of the research focuses on offering extra information and summaries of the
discussions presented in the previous chapters.
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Annex A – RIA and GIS Definition and Benefits
Below, in Table 9, there is the overview of the RIA, GIS and RIA-GIS definitions.
RIA

GIS

Interaction
Multimedia
Personalization
Interactive collaboration

Presents rich content

Spatial information
Manipulation and
analysis of data in
various ways

Works with spatial data

RIA-GIS
Interaction
Multimedia
Personalization
Interactive collaboration
Spatial information
Manipulation and
analysis of data in
various ways
Presents spatial data in rich ways

Table 9 - The RIA, GIS and RIA-GIS definitions

By employing RIA and GIS together, users and developers can benefit of all the pluses brought by these.
Benefits of rich Internet applications:
Presents richer content [Sim07]
Presents high fidelity content [Sim07]
Presents complex offerings or large data sets [Sim07]
Improve the customer experience [Sim07]
Enhance interactivity [Sim07]
Increase responsiveness and reliability [Sim07]
Decrease network loads [Dri05]
Lower operational costs [Sim07]
Provide users with more control [Sim07]
Increased customer and partner productivity [Deb07]
Improved customer loyalty [Deb07]
Increase in new customers [Deb07]
Reduced operational cost [Deb07]
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Benefits of Web-based geographical information systems:
Gather data directly from suppliers and thus speed up development and eliminate data
duplications [Gre01]
Easy data sharing [ESRI]
Keep data up to date [Gre01]
Reduce the cost of developing and maintaining applications [Gre01]
Reaches more users as well as developers [Gre01]
Openness, accessibility, mobility [Dra04]
Improve and simplify systems [Isa00]
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Integration of the
time dimension

Virtual globes in
browsers
Location based
services
Map editing (insert,
move, delete, etc.)
Real-time systems
Advanced
computations on
spatial data
Map annotating
Adoption of open
standards

* “Today’s prototype” is the “mainstream of tomorrow”.

After 5 years
(prototype)

Media centric
The Spatial Web
Advanced 3D
capabilities

3D capabilities
The Spatial Web
Location based
services
Adoption of open
standards

Less than 5
years *
(prototype)

After 5 years *
(in mainstream)

Internet, wireless and
mobile solutions
Dedicated solutions
and solution supports
Interoperability
Advanced data export
Support a data mix
from various sources
Accuracy
Animations and
presentations
Pervasive solutions
The Spatial Web

Less than 5
years
(in mainstream)

General Web GIS

Voice commands
Gesture input
User tracking
Dictation support
Services for impaired people
Intelligent agent support

Customization
Multi-user support
Voice output

Interactivity
Intuitiveness
Multiple device input (keyboards,
mice, pointing devices, touch
screens, tablets, etc.)
Touch commands
Voice output

Web GIS Interfaces and Interaction

Annex B – RIA-GIS Domain Future Trends

Automatic user
recognition

Gathering of user data
Surveillance of user
habits
Help users in their
everyday tasks

Web GIS Personalization

Annex C – Technologies for Geographical
Information Systems and Rich Internet
Applications

As a general rule, it is important to rely on widely-adopted standards in order to come up
with an interoperable final product.
The current annex is a technical presentation of the RIA-GIS domain. It is aimed at clearing
out the standard structure of such an application – one of the important first steps of
development. The key questions are “How does RIA technology work?”, “What are the
industry standards for Web-GIS?”, “What is the typical GIS architecture?”and “What
development environments are there available?”

Up until now, both RIA and GIS have been presented from a general point of view – their capabilities and
the ideas they stand for were the centre of attention. The current annex will analyze these from a
technical point of view. It will go into details with typical application structures and it will also discuss
some of the available development environments suitable for RIA-GIS.
Before going into details, Figure 15 below depicts the general RIA-GIS architecture, the usual three-tire
construction. The clients, whether they are desktop, notebook, or mobile solutions, are connected via
the Internet to one or more servers. These can offer both standard Web services and GIS capabilities. In
order to answer their clients, the servers have access to one or more databases, which can contain
various data, not only GIS-type. Next, this architecture will be detailed and the distinctive RIA and GIS
services and modules will be pointed out.
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Figure 15 - General level RIA-GIS architecture
A RIA-GIS application follows the standard threetier architecture where the clients access one or
more servers and these, in their turn, access one or
more databases or data storages. It is important to
notice that the clients do not have direct access to
the data; the architecture forms a service chain, in
which, from the client’s point of view, the serverdata link is an aggregate service.

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, a rich Internet application can be deployed directly through a
standard browser or it might require a specific plug-in. This leads to two separate architectures for a RIA.
Figure 16 gives the same overview as Figure 15, but more detailed and it also has a representation of the
two RIA versions. The left-most client is a browser but it contains a plug-in in order to offer a RIA
experience to its users. The plug-in has several specialized components – a presentation layer, a rich
user interface engine and a module dealing with the application logic (among others also including the
coordination of GIS requests), here generically called “Business Components”. For fast access to data
and increased responsiveness of the application, the plug-in has the possibility to store information
directly on the client thanks to the available “Isolated storage”.
The second client, the one to the right, is based on Ajax technology [Gar05]. It is also browser-based, but
does not have a plug-in and it is made up of two main components – one is the user interface which is in
fact a standard thin-client and the other one, here called “Ajax Engine”, allows an asynchronous
communication with the server, thus increasing the responsiveness of the application. This last
component also contains the application logic, solving easy problems and coordinating the GIS client
requests. Another difference between the two types of clients is the way they access the server – in one
case this is done by the browser and in the other situation it is exclusively handled by the Ajax engine.
Before moving on to the server description it should be mentioned that for many years there were
various solutions and constructions for GIS applications, including for Web-GIS. Mainly each developer
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could come up with a new solution and this refracted in independent solutions with restricted access. In
order to avoid this and to unify all GIS solutions spreading the technology and benefiting from the
sharing of computing resources, a set of standards has been put together in an “industry consensus” at
which have participated, among others, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [OGC11-08]. Various
standards have been developed and are continuously updated, ranging from server-client
communication to descriptions of systems and objects for both desktop and Web-based GIS solutions.
For the latter group there is a whole set of standards that are in their turn supported by other
specifications. Below, there is a list of the best-known and most-applied Web-GIS standards:
The Web Map Service (WMS) – about the display of map-like views [OGC01-04]
The Web Feature Service (WFS) – about the retrieval and update of geospatial data [OGC05-05]
The Web Coverage Service (WCS) – about the access of a grid coverage [OGC03-08]
The Catalogue Service (CS) – about interfaces for metadata access [OGC07]
Though not mandatory, these standards are recommended for a good communication between clients
and servers and must be implemented in both of these. The Open Geospatial Consortium offers a
document which describes the general web service architecture [OGC11-05], also adopted for the
present research. It splits the server onto three layers – “Application Services”, ”Processing Services”
and “Information Management Services”. These deal with features designed to support clients, features
designed to process data and respectively, features designed to store and provide access to data. As
stated, a server should respect a series of standards, but these cannot be implemented into one layer
only. They span across all three modules, or even across a selection of these. From case to case, some
components can be omitted. For example the clients, depending on the situation and features offered
by the application, might communicate directly with the “Application Services” module, the “Processing
Services” module or with the “Information Management Services” module. The communication can also
go through all of these or through a subset of them. The server architecture offered here is a complex
case, engulfing all possible situations and thus becoming a proof of concept. Figure 16 here links all of
these observations together.
The OGC standards regulate the communications between clients and servers through a set of welldefined messages and data formats. Typically, the client sends a request in the form of an URL
containing information such as what information should the map contain, what area of the Earth should
be depicted, the reference system and the size of the output map. There are numerous return formats
which can be used for geographical data. Some of these depict maps as simple images (PNG, JPEG, GIF,
TIFF, BMP) and others carry the information in more details such as in vector graphics (SVG, WebCGM),
or in specific geographic formats. Several examples for the former are the Geographic Markup Language
(GML), the Keyhole Markup Language (KML), shapefiles, GeoTIFF and GTopo30. It is only natural that the
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Figure 16 - The general architecture of a RIA-GIS system
The RIA-client architectures allow increased application responsiveness via the separation of the user interface
presentation layer from the application logic and in some situations, an isolated storage for gaining speed and
reducing network traffic and server overload. The GIS server, split onto three layers, not all mandatory, deals with
GIS data retrieval, GIS processing and with the conversion of its results into client-readable formats. The
communication in the system is standardized in OGC documents.
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server will return the type asked for by the client. An example of a standard communication between a
client and a server is presented in Figure 17.

Figure 17 - Example of GIS client-server communication
The client sends an URL describing its request and receives back the demanded map in the right format.

In order to develop a RIA-GIS application, there are several development environments that can be
employed and each have their own pluses and minuses. Currently, there are available general RIA
environments with no pre-existing GIS capabilities, these having to be added by the developer, and
there are also several possibilities which do offer GIS libraries. The table on the next page is a selection
of these and makes a comparison among them via the criteria adopted from [Nod05]: graphical richness,
audio/video support, engine footprint, consistency on different computing environments, plug-in
requirement, application download, security concerns, development challenge and cost. The selection of
the development environments is comprised of the widely used ones that also allow the most control
upon the final application. The comparison has pointed out that none of the chosen environments is
“perfect”, but it does stress the strong and weak points of the technologies which can render them
useful or not in specific situations. Of course a mixture of these can also be an option.
As presented in this section, the development of a RIA-GIS application is a complex task that can easily
grow in proportions when adding various functionalities to the client side. This is one of the signs for the
usefulness of an engineering and design methodology specifically aimed at the needs and requirements
brought forward by the future trends of the RIA-GIS domain.
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Environments

Heavy
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The table presents a general impression of the weaknesses and the strengths of some of the currently available Web-GIS technologies.
For more details on each of these, please visit their dedicated websites.
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Annex D – Existing Engineering Methodologies
for GIS Development
The current annex will provide insight into the few existing engineering methodologies for GIS and in
particular for Web-based GIS systems. Three such methods have been found as publically available and
these are: OMEGA (object modelling for end-user geographic application), View-GIS (visual environment
for Web GIS generation) and the WebML (Web modelling language) extension for GIS. These methods
will be shortly presented in the next few pages.
The three methodologies have been developed at different points in time, and though they have several
common basic ideas, one can notice the improvement in time of these. All tree aim at being high-level
approaches in order to define the main operations that are typical for a GIS system and they all opt for
an object oriented approach in order to define these.
D.1 OMEGA and its extensions
The OMEGA (object modelling for end-user geographic application) method has first been devised in
1997 [Lba97] and was purely aimed at desktop GIS. Over the years, several extensions have been added
to it, along with a CASE tool (computer-aided software engineering tool) called AIGLE (Atelier de Génie
Logiciel). This particular tool has been kept up to date over the years, but its latest internal works have
not been made publically available. Thus, the next paragraphs are based on several now outdated
materials [Lba00], [Pin00], [Pin03].
The OMEGA methodology is based upon visual extensions of UML and allows the defining of classes.
These classes are composed of several features: a graphical representation, an icon symbol for the
object class type, attributes and operations. This methodology covers design stages as well as an enduser query language for spatial data [Lba00] and it offers four system views:
The organizational view – a collection of specific objects having semantic aspect for the end-user
The static view – describes objects and classes of objects with specific graphical representation
The dynamic view – the description of object reactions to different events
The functional view – the description of services and of the main scenario
The T-OMEGA (telegeoprocessing-OMEGA) extension has been developed in the context of an industrial
company and its purpose is to describe the global GIS system being created, while facilitating the
viewing of the communication model needed for the system. Figure 18 below illustrates a simple GIS
system described in OMEGA [Pin00].
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Figure 18 - An example of a GIS system described in OMEGA [Pin00]

D.2 View-GIS
The View-GIS (visual environment for Web GIS generation) [Pao06] development methodology is based
upon a visual tool and a set of predefined objects which typically appear in a GIS interface or application.
Each of these objects has been associated with a widget, here called geographical widget, which, in its
turn, has a set of properties that can be accessed through the visual programming environment. See
Table 11 for a listing of these widgets.
Widget Name

Widget Description

North arrow

It indicates the North direction on the map.

Map Legend

Lists layers currently present in the map and gives visualization details for these.

Layer

It adds a new layer within the Map, Map Legend and Map Key.

Zoom In

It performs an enlargement of a map portion.

Zoom Out

It increases the visible area, hence making the ratio scale grow.

Pan

This operation allows users to move the map focus.

Full Extend

The Full Extend operation makes the whole map visible.

Measure

It computes the Euclidean distance between two selected points on the map.

Info

It provides the descriptive component of a geographical data

Find

It highlights all the features on the map which satisfy a given condition.

Map

It defines the area where vector and raster data are visualized.

Map Key

Visualizes a small representation of the whole map where the current focus is highlighted.

Scale

Graphically indicates the ratio between the map and the real world part indicated by the map.

Table 11 - The View-GIS widgets [Pao06], typical GIS operations
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D.3 WebML extension for GIS
WebML (Web Modelling Language) is originally a Web page development method [Cer00]which has
been extended several times with GIS object support due to the increasing demand and usage of these
systems over the Internet [Mar07], [Ava08] and [Mar09]. It offers a high-level view of the systems it
describes and it is a visual method, where each of the existing objects, here called units, have their own
set of properties and parameters. These units can be split into two sets, according to their utility: some
are linked to map visualization and others are about map navigation. Table 12 below offers a list of GIS
units supported by WebML, and Figure 19 is a proof of concept, a simple GIS system described using
several of these units. It is interesting to note that WebML is the basis for the CASE tool called WebRatio
Addition year

Unit Name

Description

Parameters

2007

Multi Map

Layer rendering, map viewing

Name,
Raster source, raster selector,
Vector sources, vector selector,
Map extension

2007

Geometry Entry

Spatial selection

Point, multipoint, line, polyline,
rectangle, polygon, drag

2007

Zoom In / Out

Zoom operation

Current map extension,
Zoom factor,
Point

2007

Pan

Shifts the focus on the map

User press point, user release point,
Current map extension

2007

Create Overlay

Applies a spatial filter

Filter,
Current map extension

2008

Marker

Highlights Locations

Gets input from Google Maps

2008

Get Direction

Calculates a route path

Gets input from Google Maps

2009

Data Source

Layer adding (Google Maps API
support)

KML layer parameters

2009

Multi Map (addition)

Monitors user actions

Name,
Zoom entity,
Click entity,
User suggestions

2009

Analysis

Generates adaptive user
profiles

Name,
User suggestions,
Algorithm,
Zoom entity,
Click entity

Table 12 - The WebML GIS units
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Figure 19 - An example of a GIS system
described in WebML
The system [Mar07] is able to read
several map layers, either in vector or
raster format and show them onto a
viewer. There are several global
parameters such as the zoom factor and
the active layers. The GIS supports a few
simple operations such as moving the
map or magnifying it either on a point or
on a predefined area selected through a
rectangle.
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Annex E – The Grammar – State Machine
Transformation
Let
be a grammar, where is a set of variables or nonterminals, is a set of constants
or terminals,
,
is the start symbol and
is the finite set of productions. Each
production is of the form
and
.
The language generated by grammar

is referred through

is considered to be in a regular form if and only if its productions are of the form
.
Let
initial state,

be a finite state machine, where is the state set, is the alphabet,
is the final states set and
is the transition function.

The language accepted or recognized by the finite state machine
Theorem:
For any regular grammar G, there exists a finite state machine
Proof:
Let

is referred through

such that

be a regular grammar. Then the finite state machine
, where is the final state

is the

.

.

is constructed such that:

,
Then there is
And
There is also that
And

.
.

Then
is included in
and
is included in
. Thus,
proof has also provided an effective construction of the finite state machine .

and the

It is to be noted that the inverse of the theorem is also true and that for any finite state machine ,
there exists a regular grammar G that can also be effectively constructed.
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Annex F – A WebML Demo RIA-GIS System

Figure 20 - The RIA-GIS demo system, a general view
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Options in Figure 20 are depicted as buttons, like the ones in menus, but in practice, in the final UI (user
interface), these can have any form the designer has chosen for them.
Figure 21 below completes the previous diagram by describing the associated Interaction Manager
component. This is made up of several states and transitions which can be understood as follows: the
system is initially in an idle or waiting state and as soon as it detects input, a verb phrase (VP), it
compiles to it, or if the situation requires it, it waits for secondary input (here a note). Once all input is
received and the requested job is done, the system can give back a confirmation, or not – as the
particular situation requires it. Finally, if the system has not been used in a while it can go into a pause
state.

Figure 21 - The Interaction Manager of the RIA-GIS
demo system
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Annex G – A Demo RIA-GIS System
The demo associated to the current study aims at completing the performed research, at being a
practical proof for the ideas and solutions put forward. The research is directed towards the inclusion of
RIA features (new user experiences) into standard Web-GIS systems and these have thus received the
most attention in the proof of concept.
The demo has a basic layer which will represents a simple ”standard” Web-based GIS application. It
incorporates a few operations such as: zoom, pan, add notes or features (points, polylines and polygons)
and a select layers functionality.
The second demo layer adds a time-space cube animation and several multimodal features. The project
intends to bring the proposed solution to as many users as possible and it relies on basic speech
processing, computer vision and gesture recognition because these do not require expensive hardware
and most users already have a microphone, speakers and a webcam besides a mouse and a keyboard.
The novelty of the demo consists in the mixture of speech synthesis, speech recognition, gesture
recognition, computer vision and standard computer interaction. To this end, a set of vocal commands
has been defined, according to the upper mentioned supported GIS operations. These commands are a
simple “language” for GIS communication made up completely of the imperative tense. Computer vision
is mainly oriented towards movement detection and this is used as a map moving alternative to mousepanning. Mouse gesture recognition is associated to hiding or viewing the main menu. A mixture of
modalities is also supported and the synchronization of the various input channels has been done as
specified in the research results. Figure 22 depicts the system interaction.

Figure 22 - The demo system interaction
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In order to accommodate and implement all these, an Internet-technology search has been performed
to check for what are the latest features available. It has proved out that speech processing and
computer vision are only beginning to emerge over the Web and require a plug-in to be set-up. Due to
the time constraints imposed on the current research, it has been opted for the development of a
Geobrowser demo, with the amendment that using the same technologies, a browser plug-in can be
developed. This is left as an exercise for the reader.
The chosen approach combines Ajax technology with an operating system-based WPF (Windows
Presentation Foundation) container. The WPF is needed to support what is still “desktop functionality”,
extendable to a plug-in, hereon called the “ultra rich UI (user interface)”. This involves on-client
processing of speech (synthesis and recognition) and computer vision. All other rich functionalities have
been supported with Ajax or via other W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standards. Figure 23 is an
illustration of the employed architecture.

Figure 23 - The demo system architecture

For more details on how to operate the non-standard (non-mouse and keyboard) controls of the
presented demo, please refer to the next pages – Figure 24.
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Figure 24 - Controlling the demo system:
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